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Find out who Scheherezade is
RACHEL REID
"Just pretend I'm in a movie instead of
in your face!" exclaims the self-sure
Sukie, one of three characters in this
one-woman, one-act play. This is not
difficult to do, as she later invokes that
unforgettable Meg Ryan scene in
"When Harry Met Sally." via one of her
many comedic outbursts of the play.
Scheherezade is a lyric comedy
framed within a tragic drama: a genre
as multi-faceted as the women whom it
is it's purpose to portray. It confronts
poignantly, yet humourously, the strug-
gle of women to live beyond expecta-
tions so they cannot be ignored.
"I want a huge, snorty laugh in
quiet restaurants. This is life, this is life
out loud! And I want to be revered, not
reformed."
The three characters in the play are
Scheherezade, Sukie, and Sarah. Writer
and director Linda Carson has made
use of the legend of Scheherezade, a
woman who told the 1001 stories in the
Arabian Nights to distract a lustful and
murderous sultan and thereby save her
own life and the lives of many women.
Carson's Scheherezade is a tough,
practical Scottish woman who recounts
to the audience her life as a king's sto-
ryteller. As Carson explains,
"Scheherezade is not a name really,
more of a job description." She
assumes these two other identities as
characters of her stories. Sarah is a bro-
ken woman, "snapped like pulled taffy."
Her storyline poses the question, "How
does the girl become the woman
becoming the lost soul?" Sukie is a
vibrant character who appears on stage
declaring, "Breathtaking, aren't I!? Larger
than life!"
This play speaks to its entire audi-
ence, most particularly to women.
Scheherezade proclaims, "In my stories,
women are clever, kind, funny, stupid,
reckless, tender... I want to tell stories
where women are."
I Am Scheherezade will premiere at
8:00 pm on Wednesday, January 27th
and plays for four nights, concluding on
Saturday January 30th.
The University Players have also
premiered Carson's plays "Suffragette
Koans," and "Pisces is a Water Sign."
Carson enjoys working with student
crews in university venues. "IVe been
able to push my writing in all new
directions (with University Players).
"What a writer needs is a stage...
Being able to put something out there
and test it makes it easier to get up in
the morning and put something in the
keyboard." She enjoys the receptivity of
the audiences:
"The university audience is especial-
ly exciting.
"These people are intellectually
charged and about to gat on with their
lives. They are interested in seeing a
play that takes chances... we couldn't
have done the work we've done here
anywhere else."
The Theatre Auditorium has been
transformed for the play. The tidy set
incorporates the backdrops for each of
the three characters allowing for a one-
act play that doesn't require stoppages
for set-ups. As a result the audience,
which is closely gathered around the
warmly lit set, can form the close rela-
tionship with the play that it demands.
There is no hiding behind a curtain
to change character or scenery. This
intensifies the message of the play: Live
out loud. Adam Coulter, the play's pro-
ducer says"I always enjoy the opportu-
nity to take this space and turn it into a
theatre. We play around, try new things
all the time... It is my theory that if
we've tried something and it works,
that is as good a reason as any to
never do it again".
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Students in car crash
KATHERINE HARDING
The Laurier community is dealing with
the aftermath of a serious two-vehicle
collision involving eight students last
Saturday night.
The students - all floormates at
Bouckaert Hall - were travelling to the
Revolution night club when their mini-
van collided with an Airways Transit
van at the intersection of University
Avenue and Marsland Drive.
Police say the accident occurred
when the mini-van, which was being
driven by a non-student, was turning
left onto Marsland from University
when it collided with the Airways van.
The Airways vehicle struck the right
rear of the mini-van spinning it around
and pushing it into the curb. The two
most seriously injured, first-year stu-
dents Carolyn Laporte and Jillian
Dennis, were thrown from the vehicle
and a third occupant was partially eject-
ed, said Waterloo Regional Police
Constable Jim Strand.
Laporte and Dennis were listed in
stable but serious condition Sunday
night at Hamilton General Hospital.
On Wednesday morning, police
confirmed the condition of the two
women had not "deteriorated."
The occupants of the mini-van,
Jennifer Spink, Blythe Bell, Heather
Thompson, and Lindsey Austin were
treated for a variety of minor injuries
and released from hospital. Aleisha
Stevens is in the St. Mar/s Hospital
intensive care unit with broken ribs and
Matthew Nault was admitted overnight
for observation of possible head
injuries as well as fecial cuts and sore
ribs.
Neither the mini-driver, Amy Lee
McDonald, who is not a WLU student,
"The kids are
helping each
other work
through this."
nor the Airways Transit driver, Remingio
Rabek were injured. Three passengers
in the Airways van received minor
injuries.
Assistant Vice-President: Student
Services David McMurray has been in
contact with the students involved in
the accident and/or their families since
Saturday evening. McMurray and WLU
President Dr. Robert Rosehart are
extending the University's full support.
"One of our key goals in this type
of situation is to ensure that we offer
as much support as we can to people
affected by the accident," said
McMurray. "That includes the students
and families directly involved, as well
as those who know the involved stu-
dents."
Laurier is reacting to the accident by
offering counselling support to students
in Bouckaert Hall, the residence where
the eight students live.
"There is lots of building unity and
support between floors," said
Bouckaert Head Resident Daena Greig.
"The kids are helping each other work
through this."
Head of Counselling Services, Dale
Fogle, met with Bouckaert residence
staff on Sunday afternoon and with
some of the residents most closely con-
nected to the injured students on
Sunday afternoon. Counselling Setvices
will provide group and individual ses-
sions as required.
"Students in Bouckaert are a pretty
positive community - floor to floor -
we will be here to help them get
through this," said Associate Dean of
Students Katherine Elliott.
Student Services will maintain con-
tact with the families of the injured stu-
dents for the length of the recovery.
With files from the Record
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First Brantford
student
«We received our first Brantford regis-
trant last week," said Or Arthur Read
last Monday. The new
student will be
taking a few courses
in the summer
and will be registered as a part-time
student in the felt.
While high school applicants have
not yet been processed, plans are
underway to have the Brantford cam-
pus open in September.
Academic details for the new cam-
pus are yet
to be finalized, but "we're
getting very close to a degree model,"
said Read. "Essentially it will be a BA in
Contemporary Studies,"
BBA student
gets big cash
Cariy Baxter, a second year Honours
BBA student, has received a $7,650
NCR Global Diversity Scholarship.
Baxter applied for scholarship, of
which only 20 are offered worldwide,
[after hearing about it when she was
accepted for Co-op.
The scholarship is renewable In
third and fourth years and
indudes two paid work term place-
ments with NCR in Waterloo.
Home attack
Awoman was sexually assaulted in her
Coldstream Drive home on January 19
by a 25-30 year old white male yielding
a weapon.The attacker broke in by cut-
ting a basement screen window and,
according to the Waterloo Regional
Police, the suspect may have
approached at least 11 other homes in
the area. A search of the area lor the
suspect was unsuccessful.
Stay lifted
Stan Faufdei, a former resident of
jasper, Alta., convicted and sentenced
to death by lethal injection by a Texas
court for the murder of a 75-year-old
woman in GJadwatei; Texas, has had
his stay of execution lifted.
The U.S. Supreme Court, after hav-
ing rejected Fauider's petition for
demency, has allowed Texas to once
again set a date for his execution.
Faulder has been sentenced to execu-
tion nine times, and has managed to
prolong his sentence each time.
Synthetic life
At an annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science, the possi-
bility of combining synthetic bacteria in
order to create artificial life forms.
Within a decade this new species,
which could be bred to dean up envi-
ronmental pollution, could become a
reality depending on the results of eth-
ical debates and research into the
implications of this experiment.
IOC members
expelled
An apologetic fuan Antonio Samaranch,
President of the Internationa Olympic
Council announced the recommenda-
tions of the Salt Lake City inquiry in
teusanne, Switzerland on Monday.
The committee suggested six rnern-
ers the lOC be expelled, and that
ethics committee consisting of
members selected from outside the
lOC be formed.
News
Let the postering begin
ASADKIYANI
On January 25, Chief Returning Officer
Sonja Regier and the 1999 Elections
Council held its All Candidates Meeting
for those running in the current student
elections.
The most notable event of the meet-
ing was confirmation of the rumor that
candidate Devin Grady was to be
acclaimed as the next Students' Union
(WLUSU) President.
With no opponents, Grady has won
the election without contesting it.
However, he promises to continue his
campaign.
"[We will] change focus," said Grady.
"As opposed to an actual elections cam-
paign, [the campaign team] will conduct
an awareness campaign, giving students
the chance to ask questions about the
issues."
The last time that a WLUSU President
was acclaimed was in the 1990-1991
school year when Nick Jimenez ran unop-
posed.
His acclamation raised two key
issues: the reluctance of students to
involve themselves in the elections
process and whether or not
an
acclaimed president should have as
much credibility as one who has actual-
ly competed in and won an election.
As for other positions, three candi-
dates declared themselves for the Vice-
President: University Affairs post in the
Students' Union, while 17 declared their
candidacy for the WLUSU Board of
Directors.
For the Student Publications corpora-
tion, two candidates were declared for
President of the corporation. However,
only one declared for the Board of
Directors.
Wth six positions available on the
Student Publications board, the corpora-
tion will have to resort to the tactics of
previous years.
"In accordance with Student
Publications policy, the other five posi-
tions will be hired," said Regier.
Last year, no candidates declared
themselves for the Student Publications
Board of Directors.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect
of the current candidates is that none of
them, in either corporation, are current
Board members running for re-election.
Although he is the current Vice-
President: Finance, Grady was not elect-
ed. As with the other Vice-President posi-
tions (with the exception of University
Affairs), he was hired.
In terms of the elections policy,
Regier and the Elections Council have
made significant changes.
One new addition is the Elections
Code of Conduct. Key points include the
elimination of "incentives" for votes and
ensuring that all candidates have equal
access to resources.
According to Regier, the main goal of
the Elections Council is to have a more
"professional campaign."
While the CRO went to great lengths
to "try to eliminate any kind of confusion
and room for interpretation," there was
debate over certain issues.
Chief among them was the idea of a
nametag. \forious conceptions were pro-
posed, ideas that were different from
what Regier had originally laid down.
The confusion and disagreement
over what constitutes a nametag was
finally put to rest by Elections Council
member (and current WLUSU Director)
Wesley Ferris.
Said Ferris, "I believe the definition
of a nametag is something that has your
name on it."
In summing up the meeting, Regier
admitted she was slightly disappointed
with the turnout.
"I was hoping the turnout would be
a bit higher, but I feel the campaign will
still be successful."
LUKE
MARTYN
A look back at acclaimations
KATHERINE HARDING
Devin Grady is only the second
president since the incorporation of the
Students' Union (WLUSU) in 1975, to be
acclaimed to the top executive position.
During the 1991 election Nick
Jimenez was the lone candidate for the
position ofWUJSU president.
"Ifs sad for Nick ... for everyone, i
mean, how good is it for the Students'
Union if someone is acclaimed," said
then WtU student Karen Gordon to the
Cord at the time of Jimenez's the
acdaimation. Tm happy for Nick, that
he does not have to campaign, but the
issues: wili not really come to the fore-
gone
Then WLUSU Chief Returning Officer
(CRO) Amy Jarek noted that the
acclamation of Jimenez would not
make her fob any: easier.
Jarek said; "It'll give the eiectrion a
lower profile, and we may have trouble
with quorum"
A quorum of 10% of lull-time under-
graduate students is required to make
the election legitimate.
When asked what would happen if
quorum was not reached, jarek said all|
positions would re-open for nomina-
tions and another election would have
to be held.
In such a case, jarek said the posi-
tion ofpresident would re-open as well
When Jimenez was questioned in a
February 7, 1991 edition of the Cord
about the acclaimation he responded:
"It is unfortunate to win by acdaima-
tion. t did not want to become presi-
dent this; way"
When asked If WIUSU could have
done anything different to avoid an
acclaimation, Jimenez said, "it is not up
to the Students' Won to find a candi-
date. Each person has to decide, and
[the lack of candidates] is no reflection
on the Students' Union."
Money weighed against debt
ASAD KIYANI
One week ago, the University held its
second Town Hall Meeting of the year.
The focus of this meeting was the 1999
Budget.
The first item on the agenda was the
improvement of the MBA program. The
Laurier program is a condensed one year
program versus the two year programs
offered at most other MBA schools.
With the advent of the deregulation
of graduate school fees, the program is
considering a tuition raise to better aid
its students. The proposed new cost
would be a total of $9,000, an increase
of $2,654.
While a large increase, it is still lower
than the fees charged by schools such as
Queens ($26,500), the University of
Toronto ($16,116) and Western ($26,000-
$35,000). The school is also asking for
two more faculty spots and an addition-
al staffer in CareerServices to deal exclu-
sively with MBA students.
The changes are seen as urgent in
light of what various companies have
said about Laurier's MBA program. One
Nesbitt-Burns representative reportedly
said that, "We will
not go for Laurier
MBAs" preferring the
more recognized
graduates from
Western and
Queens.
President Robert
Rosehart then took
the floor. His first
item was the Fair
Funding initiative
proposed by the
provincial govern-
ment, which would
award $11.3 million
to Laurier over a
five-year period.
However, the
conditions attached mean that Laurier is
not free to spend the money as it wants.
Said Rosehart, "Unofficially, the
Ministry has made it clear that none [of
The proposed
new cost of
the MBA
program
would be a
total of $9,000
-an Increase
of $2,654.
the funding] can go to faculty salary
increases."
He feels that while the Laurier pro-
posal for the spend-
ing of funds will be
approved by the
government, it
does not mean the
school wilt lose
autonomy.
Rather, he stat-
ed his wariness
about "letting] gov-
ernment micro-
manage universi-
ties."
Rosehart also
discussed the Ac-
cess to Opportu-
nity Program creat-
ed by the govern-
ment to promote
more Science and Engineering gradu-
ates.
The program could bring even more
funds to the school if Laurier meets
guidelines set by the government, but
could also be very costly.
Said Rosehart, "[lt's] mind-boggling 1'
what it could bring in in revenues and
what it could eat up in expenses."
In terms of the debt accumulated in
the University's Capital Fund, Rosehart
said that "[We] have to have a day of
reckoning with that debt."
He also noted that the student-facul-
ty ratio at Laurier is rising, yet still
remains below that of other comparable
institutions.
The final item on the agenda was an
outline of the planned expansion of the
library and its facilities.
While it was agreed that there was a
huge need for improvement of the
library, some figures used by the library
to illustrate this point were faulty.
The library used a budget figure that
was off by approximately $2 million from
the budget passed out at the meeting.
However, Rosehart explained the dis-
crepancy in terms of a revision to the
budget that the library was unaware of.
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Bag o' Crime
Altercation over hamburgers
Mischief
Mon. Jan. 18
Person(s) unknown damaged the gate-
arm mechanism at lot 20.
Non Reportable MVA
1300 hrs., Mon. Jan. 18
A minor motor vehicle accident occurred
in lot 7.
Trespass
0530 hrs., Tues. Jan. 19
A non-WLU male was evicted from cam-
pus when he was found sleeping in the
Library entrance way.
Mischief
0310 hrs., Wed. Jan. 20
Two non-WLU males were evicted from
campus when they were found throwing
snowballs at windows in Conrad Hall.
Cause Disturbance
0140 hrs., Thurs. Jan. 21
Three WLU students were evicted from
Wilfs for causing a disturbance. The mat-
ter will be forwarded to the DAC.
Mischief
0745 hrs., Thurs. Jan. 21
The glass in the door to the Aird Building
from Mid-Campus Drive was found to
have been broken.
Cause Disturbance
0100 hrs.,
Fri. Jan. 22
Officers stopped an altercation in the
Nichols Centre Quad which erupted over
an argument as to who had ordered
hamburgers first. Those involved were
sent on their way.
Medical Assist
1520 hrs., Fri. Jan. 22
An ambulance was called for a staff
member who was experiencing chest
pains in the Library.
Mischief
Fri. Jan. 22
Person(s) unknown broke both gate
arms at lot 20.
False Fire Alarm
0513 hrs., Sun. Jan. 24
Person(s) unknown activated a pull sta-
tion in the Nichols Centre. There was no
sign of fire or smoke.
Youth protest unfair treatment
LAURIE VANDERHOFF
A group of about 20 protesters gathered
inside the Kitchener Bus Terminal last
Thursday to take action against harass-
ment of youth by police and city officials.
The protest, organized by the K-W Youth
Collective, began shortly before 4:00p.m.
Initially, the group gathered in the
lobby of the bus terminal. After several
minutes of meaningless loitering, the
unenthusiastic group was asked by
regional police officers to take their
protest outside. The crowd ignored the
request and began the demonstration.
One of the group's organizers, Julian
Ichim, a first-year University of Waterloo
student, initiated the protest by reading
a list of demands. These included
requests that none of the protesters be
arrested, that all bans against persons in
polecat acts or for non-violent offenses
be lifted, and that investigations by civil-
ians into harassment and misuse of
power by police be conducted. The K-W
Youth Collective also demanded they be
involved in formulating new security
policies and a 24-hour youth drop-in
centre be established.
The protest was in response to sev-
eral incidents over the past few months.
In the town of Kingsville, 20 male high
school students were strip-searched
when money was reported stolen from a
locker room.
In a separate incident, three youths
were patted down and subsequently
banned from the Kitchener Bus Terminal
after being falsely accused of possession
of cannabis.
Sarah Solomon, another organizer of
the demonstration, felt these incidents
were, "completely wrong because they
didn't have complete information."
Ichim's younger sister, Gloria, sup-
ported her brother, saying episodes like
these are, "just as bad as racism, and
people don't acknowledge that."
Police made several attempts to relo-
cate the group outside. Ichim was phys-
ically removed from the building and
another man was removed after he tried
to stay by sitting on the ground.
"We went in there and did not act in
violent ways," said Ichim. "[The police]
came in and dragged us out... Police said
they would arrest anyone that went back
in."
Dan Sawidis, a manager at Transfers
Restaurant in the terminal, watched as
the demonstration was carried out. "I
think it is nonsense," said Sawidis. "A
high percentage of them sit around and
loiter and thafs why there's a bylaw."
LAURIE
VANDERHOFF
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Tired of Throwing away your money,
now you can Live for Free and own an
investment property that will continue
to generate you income even after you
graduate!!
Don't Pay Another Cent in Rent to
Your Landlord Before you Read
This FREE Special Report.
For information on how to obtain a FREE copy of
this report "How to Stop Paying Rent and Own
your Own Investment Property Call
5198847888
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NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING CENTRE
OF WATERLOO REGION
Natural Family Planning Education
Infertility Support
67 Spadina Road West
Kitchener, Ontario N2M IEB (519) 742-3979
TIRED Of WRESTLING WITH HIGH PRICISP
PHIL'S
1:50
(PHIL'S ) OPEN THURS-SUN B:3OPM-2AM PHIL'S
-XL""** PHIL SIS LOCATED AT 220 KING ST N WATERLOO 725-4287 C"
Board Reports
Another marathon session
KRISTINA SPENCE
The January 20 meeting of the
WLUSU
Board of Directors was held behind
doors and beyond attention spans.
Director of Athletics, Peter Baxter, uti-
lized a half-hour to present the proposed
Athletic Complex (AC) renovations.
Although $65,000 worth of new equip-
ment temporarily satisfies the needs of
its users, complete structural changes
are required to prepare the AC for future
success. The improvements could begin
as early as this spring.
Funds to cover students' contribution
to the renovations will be included in the
recently negotiated Student Services fee.
The Board will vote on the new fee at its
February 3 meeting.
President Gareth Cunningham began
his report by introducing new fire alarm
procedures for Wilfs and the Turret. Mike
Carroll and Peter Jorg expressed con-
cerns about the former procedures in
December. A tentative procedure requires
that the establishments evacuate and
shut down following an alarm.
Board members perked up as Vice-
President: Finance Devin Grady present-
ed the Period Eight financial statements
to a critical audience. Fearing a repeat of
the previous year's concerns, Director
Christopher Clemens questioned the
$10,793 profit from Orientation Week.
"Enrollment [in Orientation Week]
was up," said Grady. "We're not making
any profit on Orientation Week but
enrollment went up."
Director Colleen Norman suggested
adding the money to the Shinerama
donation while fellow Director Megan
Atkinson thought the money should be
somehow returned to its source.
Chair Wll Chung advised the Board
to consider other choices due to the loss
of money on the event that WLUSU had
experienced in previous years.
Anthony Del Col, Vice-President:
Marketing, announced that the official
launching of the WLUSU Web site will
occur on Monday, February 1.
Motions to vote on the drafted hiring
policy and referendum for cold beverage
exclusivity contract were passed and the
final votes will be tabled for the February
3 meeting.
Shortest meeting in history
PATRICIA LANCIA
Last Thursday's Student Publications
(WLUSP) board meeting was one of the
shortest of the year - lasting all of 15
minutes. Once again the chair was
passed from Brian Carey to ]ill Osbourne
;Since there were not enough board
members present to meet quorum.
President Steve Metzger ran practi-
cally a one-man show, giving his report,
an elections council update, and cover-
ing public relations.
Metzger noted that Keystone sales
were going so well at least 100 extra
yearbooks would have to be ordered.
The brisk sales were attributed to an ear-
tier mail-out and more books are expect-
ed to be sold in the Concourse.
After a very brief update on WLUSP
involvement in Elections Council, Sonja
Regier, Chief Returning Officer, elaborat-
ed on the council's new initiatives.
Among the initiatives are awareness
campaigns targeting involvement and
responsible voting, residence "opportu-
nity sessions," an online open forum,
and advertisements in the Cord.
Vice-President: Finance Mike Blake
then brought up the need to pass
WLUSP's audited financial statements.
Metzger then wrapped up with a
short overview of WLUSP public rela-
tions efforts. Sending e-mails to profes-
sors, students, and volunteers to find
out what they are getting out of the Cord
is being considered. Metzger was inter-
ested in getting faculty statistics and
noted the possibility of a new advertis-
ing base.
KD: reinventing a staple
JAMES MUIR
Sunday, January 25, saw Willison Hall's
foyer abuzz with excited residents partic-
ipating in the first annual Kraft Dinner
Kontest.
An event of the building's house
council, judges from Kraft were solicited
as were members of Laurier's food and
housing services to adjudicate the hotly
contested prizes.
Festivities included a creation com-
petition and an eating contest.
The creation competition pitted resi-
dents against each other and the staff in
an effort to come up with the most orig-
inal way to prepare the supper-time
treat. To the winner would go 90 boxes
of the powdered cheese staple.
Entries ranged from the Kraft Dinner
fruit salad to Kraft Dinner served on a
bed of Cam Joynt (a resident of the build-
ing) to the Kraft Dinner replica of Willison
Hall. After heated debate by the judges,
it was decided that two entries were
equally worthy of first place honours:
KD a la Mr. Joynt and the staffs contri-
bution of the KD Willison Hall. Being
such an excellent residence team, the
staff of the building selflessly offered
their 45 boxes of Kraft Dinner to the mal-
nourished residents.
While the judges were deliberating,
the speed eating competition was held.
The contest was waged between three
residents from A2, one from B2 and
Peter Near, Head Resident of the build-
ing. After a grueling 3 minutes and 19
seconds in which the participants gorged
themselves at the trough of low-cost
freedom, Julian Masson emerged victori-
ous. After consuming much dinner he
was elated to receive 90 more boxes.
ASTRA
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*Centrally Located
'Temporary & long-term
K-W Safe Storage
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136 Moore Avenue South, Waterloo
i®Esi 570-0985
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| Sheridan
IpS"% Montessori Teacher
BptL' Education Program
(Early Childhood Level)
\
: Apply Now for June 1999.
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'* New Post-graduate
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H - Sheridan College
Prepare for career
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JjE> . ~ opportunities nationally and
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internationally in the growing
field of private education.
To receive information:
Email: sheridan@minacs.com
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■ Web: www.sheridanc.on.ca/
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Visi7& U
your friendly, easily accessible (on "The Terrace"
ground floor Student Union Building), jewelry and
watch repair expert. Work done on the premises
or even while you wait.
Rolex - Longines - Omega - Seiko - Citizen and
Fishiar Watches
More destinations. More buses. GtmMjhOHUUjlCt
Hb&, Climate controlled, smoke free coaches.
sHfiy Pick-up service to Toronto at:
RaS/ Frank C. Peters Building (on University Avenue) at Kitchener Transit Bay.
Athletic Complex (on King Street) at Kitchener Transit Bay.
I Drop-off service also available.
Kitchener to:
Guelph $10 London $18 Toronto $22 Peterborough $46
Belleville $52 Windsor $52 Ottawa $91 Sudbury $101
Price does not include GST.
Other discounted destinations plus oneway student fares available.
HIRAVELCUIS CregfftgwMf
Student Union Bldg., 3rd Floor 15 Charles St. West
886-8228 741-2600
Take it Easy. Take the Greyhound.
www.greyhound.ca
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Do they deliver doughnuts?
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Opinion
Olympic games tainted
The Olympics: the bastion of pure competition.
It's hard not to say that and chuckle these days,
with the entire Olympic bid process finally
revealed to be the sham it is.
No big surprise, right? But what really steams
my windshield is that, since this scandal sur-
faced late last year, the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) has failed on every level to
restore faith (assuming there ever was any) in
the Olympic movement.
It is with this in mind that I am forced to
declare the 2008 Olympic Summer Games in
Toronto, Canada, a big mistake.
David Crombie, chair of the Toronto Olympic
bid, promised to consider pulling the Toronto
bid if he felt that pledges made by the lOC to
clean up the bidding process were not fulfilled.
However, he called the recent recommendations
made by an lOC review board "a good start,"
adding, "if you want to fight for Olympic ideals,
(the Toronto bid) is the way to do it."
Well folks, if you believe that twisted piece
of logic, then I have some Golden Hawk bas-
ketball playoff tickets to sell you.
lOC vice-president Dick Pound's report rec-
ommends the expulsion of six members for the
"marginal" offense of accepting gifts for them-
selves and members of their family in exchange
for votes. This represents merely a surface solu-
tion to a corruption epidemic that runs much
deeper then these six members who happened
to be caught.
lOC President Juan Antonio Samaranch's
refusal to resign in light of this scandal is laugh-
able. This is the same Samaranch who bullied
Toronto's bid for
the 2008
summer games
is a big mistake.
(bribed?) lOC members to vote to extend the
age for mandatory retirement from 75 to 80,
allowing him to stay on until 2001. How can a
solution to a sweeping scandal like this not
include the elimination of the guy at the top?
Another disturbing part of this ordeal is that
Pound, the person charged with the faith and
responsibility of heading up the committee
investigating the scandal, claims he was once
offered a $1 million bribe, but has declined to
name who was involved. Given his position,
Pound is obliged to name names. His failure in
this matter further calls into question the legiti-
macy of the process.
In light of this debacle, the enthusiasm of
corporate sponsors to remain involved in the
Olympic games is certainly in question. Already,
Coca Cola Limited and McDonalds Restaurants,
just to name a few, have raised concerns about
commitments to being involved in future games.
While no criminal charges have yet been laid
(the lOC has been quick to say that only "mar-
ginal", not criminal offences have taken place),
an investigation into events surrounding the Salt
Lake City bid for the 2002 games could yield
criminal charges.
Perhaps with someone other'than the lOC
investigating the lOC, a more acceptable solu-
tion will be reached. Until then, Toronto should
concern itself with acquiring more deserving
international events.
MIKEKOSTOFF
SPORTS EDITOR
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the
author, and do not redact those ofThe Cord Staff, the edi-
torial board, or WLUSP.
Letters to the Editor
Trudeau gets it,
Schafer doesn't
Dear Editor,
Once again, Mr. Schafer has failed to understand
the realities of the Canadian experience. Canada
is a multicultural state: that is a fact. It is, there-
fore, essential when making assumptions and
constructing political recommendations, to com-
prehend the real.
But I suppose this is why Mr. Schafer admires
Lucien Bouchard. Like Bouchard, Mr. Schafer is
an illusionist. Trudeau was adamant in this por-
trayal of Bouchard, saying he, "went beyond the
limits of honest and democratic debate," during
the 1995 referendum on sovereignty.
I will not be as critical towards Mr. Schafer as
Trudeau was Bouchard, but nevertheless, it must
be pointed out that Mr. Schafer's unfavorable
portrayal of multiculturalism is based on a mis-
guided thrust of patriotic fervor, which frankly
has no room in the Canadian context.
Trudeau understands Canadian reality. He,
unlike Mr. Schafer, figured out that "uniformity is
neither desirable nor possible in a country the
size of Canada" and "what the world should be
seeking, and what we in Canada must continue
to cherish, are not concepts of uniformity but
human values: compassion, love and under-
standing."
Hence, his argument pertaining to Trudeau's
brand of multiculturalism, which he says does
"everything humanly possible to make Canada
acceptable to every foreigner" is skewed for a
variety of reasons. It fails to realize that all
Canadians, except those indigenous to Canada,
were the benefactors of an accepting Canada.
The brand of assimilation Mr. Schafer speaks
of does nothing but create strife and animosity
between groups. Inevitably, conflict will be the
result of intolerance that assimilation breeds.
History has proven this time and time again.
Mr. Schafer's assertion that Trudeau "disre-
spected" Canada's institutions is wrong. Bringing
home our constitution, implementing bilingual-
ism, fighting Quebec separatists and entrenching
a Charter that protects the rights of allCanadians
is ample evidence required to validate Mr.
Trudeau's love of Canada.
Neil Cruickshank
Wilf's weary
Dear Editor,
I don't know a whole lot about the ownership of
Wilfs, but would I be incorrect to assume the
Student's Union has partial ownership of it? Ifso,
I wish to announce my profound dissatisfaction
with the service I received there recently.
It was two o'clock in the afternoon and the
music was blaring, for reasons I've yet to fathom.
When I politely asked the"waitress to turn the
music down, she replied that she'd 'see what she
could do.' A very long time later, someone who
looked in charge swaggered out of the bowels of
the establishment to spin the little dial and shoot
me a look of annoyance. Finally, my waitress
short-changed me two dollars, and I was free to
go-
I'm not trying to get anyone fired, and some
of the waitresses are very polite However, I'm not
the first person to express dissatisfaction with
the service at Wilfs.
Are the employees assuming that because
we are all students they are somehow exempt
from the requisites of courtesy?
I have worked in the customer service indus-
try for four years, and if I had behaved in a sim-
ilar manner, I would have been summarily exe-
cuted to throbbing cheers of a lynch mob of
restaurant managers.
If it's our restaurant, run for the students by
the students, then how about extending each
other some courtesy.
Sam Varteniuk
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Letters continued ...
Victoria never
beat nobody!
Dear Editor,
I too have heard of the Liberal govern-
ment's plans to abolish the monarchy
in
Canada.
In fact, by co-oping as a
Constituency Assistant for my local
Liberal MP in high school, I have known
this plan has been in the works for
some time.
I find myself agreeing with Chris
Schafer's argument that dissolving the
crown
in our federation will, undoubted-
ly, deteriorate an already weak union.
There is a great danger in trying to
create a national identity by ridding the
state of institutions that have been our
identity for the past three centuries.
My question is: What do we replace
the Queen with? How would we go
about electing a president that would
represent all aspects of Canada?
If the Liberals had their way (which,
I must point out they do not have the
time, or momentum to pull off), would
we be marching into the 21st century
under the leadership of, say, President
Pierre Trudeau?
Asad Kiyani argues the Monarchy is
to blame for Britain's repressive and
colonial legacy. I'm sorry, I never read in
the history books where Victoria (or her
kin) jumped out of her carriage and pro-
ceeded to personally beat and oppress
her various subjects.
The Monarch is not the head of gov-
ernment of Britain, which would be the
body that Mr. Kiyani should be pointing
his finger at. The United States has had
its share of atrocities in history, does
that mean it is time for them to think
twice about their Republic?
I think before we allow the govern-
ment to quietly give Her Majesty the
boot, we should learn what it is that is
being lost.
When people visit our country and
ask why we have the Queen as head of
state, that's good.
Anything that causes someone to
look into the history of Canada to find
out why things are the way they are
should be encouraged.
Nathan Tldridge
Health Act
protects all
Dear Editor,
Chris Schafer's Cord column (January 7,
1999) suggested Canada's health care
system is seriously flawed and unfair.
White our system is not perfect, he
is oversimplifying to suggest we get rid
of it altogether. Mr. Schafer suggested
we increase the degree of privatization
in our present health system so that we
can have "choice."
But this begs the question: what will
we be choosing from? Evidence from
other nations (e.g. New Zealand) reveals
that only those with high incomes will
have the ability to choose high quality,
efficient health care service. All other
Canadians will then have no choice but
to accept poorer quality health care with
longer waiting periods.
Mr. Schafer said Economics 101
demonstrates that competition is good
in the commodity-oriented marketplace.
Maybe so, but is it in our best interest
to consider health care a commodity?
He goes on to make the comparison
of our health care system to Bell's long
distance phone charges. Yet, we aren't
talking about long distance phone
charges here; we're concerned with
health and people's lives.
Privatization is not the answer to
solving the problems and issues raised
by Mr. Schafer in his article. Embarking
on a privatized health system takes us
down a slippery slope. In that context,
health management companies and
doctors will be further encouraged to
emphasize profit over quality care.
What it all boils down to is a ques-
tion of values. Canada was founded on
values that were based on a belief in the
common good and the equality of all of
its citizens.
The Canada Health Act was
designed to uphold these values by pro-
moting the universality of health care in
this country.
Ultimately, privatization of our health
care system is supported by those
views that place economic values over
human values.
We need to be critical when examin-
ing issues like these, particularly when
publishing our thoughts; an uncritical
standpoint will give us all a distorted
perspective.
Sherri van de Hoef
baking the beans
Perverting civil
rights
ASAD KIYANI
One of the truly nice things about this
country is that, amongst various other
ideals, rights and freedoms, its Charter
on Human Rights and Freedoms pro-
tects freedom of expression and an indi-
vidual's right to free
speech.
One of the more
unfortunate things
about this country
is the protection
and guarantee of
civil rights can also
be twisted, distort-
ed and perverted to
protect what seems
to be blatantly
wrong.
Less than two
weeks ago, the dan-
gers of this paradox were illustrated by
British Columbia Lower Court Justice
Duncan Shaw, who struck a blow
against exploitation and common sense
everywhere.
Faced with the case of John Robin
Sharpe, a retired city planner who was
found possessing child pornography,
Shaw dismissed the charges against
him. In his ruling, Shaw wrote the fol-
lowing:
"There is no evidence that the pro-
duction of child pornography will be sig-
nificantly reduced if simple possession
is made a crime." He continued to write
that a person's belongings are "an
expression of that person's essential
self."
Mr. Sharpe was glad to see that the
ruling "puts child pornography on the
same footing as other pornography."
Well, thafs just brilliant—equality is
great, isn't it? Only we aren't talking
about equality here. It's impossible to
fathom, as Justice Shaw apparently did,
that children can willingly appear in sex-
ually explicit situations and derive the
same sort of personal or financial satis-
faction from it as
adults do.
This is especially
true when one con-
siders the balance
of power in this
world is strongly in
favor of adults. Part
of the responsibility
of adulthood and
3 the 'power* that
i comes with it is to
- protect children,
: especially from
exploitation and abuse.
To say simple possession is not a
crime, ignores the obvious harm done
to the children found in the pornogra-
phy. Children do not benefit from
appearing in sexually explicit situations.
They are coerced and beaten into sub-
mission for child pornography and the
harm done, not to mention the crime, is
obvious.
While this ruling doesn't look like it
will stand the test of time, it has already
resulted in the dismissal of one case in
B.C. and the further implications of the
ruling are frightening to say the least.
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Bogota, Columbia
Columbia's main Marxist guerrilla group,
the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Columbia (FARO said last week it would
suspend action within the country's
peace talks.
Commander Raul Reyes said the
talks aimed at ending hostilities
between the government and guerrilla
groups would continue only when
President Pastrana began work to end
the actions of the right wing death
squads. FARC is accusing the President
of failing to control the paramilitary
gangs that have killed more than 140
people this month.
GuatemalaCity,
Guatemala
Government officials announced plans
to improve security for tourists in the
downtown area following a wave of vio-
lent crime targeting foreigners. Gty rep-
resentatives estimate 700,000 people
will visit the capital this summer, and
wish to provide a secure environment
The announcement was made while
six students who were raped one year
ago prepare to testify at their aggres-
sors' trial, and a couple days after a
European tourist was attacked as she
entered the National Palace of Culture in
downtown Guatemala Gty. The plans
will require tourist operators to be offi-
cially registered and have police guard
interest sites.
Athens, Greece
Thousands of Greek students marched
on partiament last week, protesting the
government's plans to change the edu-
cation system. The students are
opposed to a draft law which calls for
major changes in their evaluation system
and university entrance exams.
After occupying hundreds of high
schools for weeks, the students decided
to take their message directly to parlia-
ment. Many threw rocks and firebombs
at police.
New Delhi, India
Following an Indian police operation
which discovered a plot by Saudi dissi-
dent Osama bin laden to bomb the US
Embassy and two consular offices last
week, the US counter terrorism unit
arrived in India.
The investigative unit is here to
assess the plot and interrogate the four
people arrested in connection with the
incident. Included is a Bangladeshi man
accused of working for Pakistan's intelli-
gence agency, as reported by various
newspapers in New Delhi.
London, England
Britain's Environment Minister, Michael
Meacher, launched a United Nations
campaign late last week, aimed at end-
ing the trade in tiger parts.
He said in a well attended press con-
ference, the world's 5,000 remaining
wild tigers are on the verge of extinction
and the main cause is the $7.6 billion
illegal trade of tiger parts.
The parts, ranging from whiskers to
penises, are heavily demanded by tradi-
tional oriental medicine users.
The feet finding mission by the
Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species starts in Britain and
will continue on to Japan, China, India
and Nepal. Doctors and retailers of tra-
ditional medicines will be interviewed.
After the consultations, the Minister will
make a final report to the UN General
Assembly.
International
Violence in Indonesia
OLIVER MARTIN
This past year saw substantial change
and major violence unfold in Indonesia's
political and economic environment. The
climactic event was the end of President
Suharto's three decade absolute rule in
May. Since that time, violence has
ensued, gripping the nation in blood-
shed.
In the past week, regions of
Indonesia have seen mass rioting and
major public unrest. As dawn broke
Saturday, on the worst-hit island of
Ambon, the city streets were empty
except for patrolling government troops.
This latest wave of violence occurred
between gangs of Christians and
Muslims. The privately owned news net-
work SCTV, reported the clashes
between the two religious groups stem
from an attack by a group of Muslim
men against a Christian man, whom they
accused of being drunk and of insulting
their Islamic beliefs. The rioting soon
spread, gripping Indonesia in violence
during one of the holiest feasts on the
Islamic calendar, Eid al-Fitr, which comes
at the end of the holy month of
Ramadan. Ironically, this is supposed to
be a time of peace and reconciliation.
About 90 per cent of Indonesia's 209
million people are Muslim, making it the
world's most populated Islamic country.
The riots hit areas with large Christian
populations, focusing on Ambon and
many of the other islands in the east of
the huge archipelago.
On Monday, Indonesia's military
threatened to shoot rioters if the civil
unrest did not subside. The police
encouraged civilians to sleep in military
barracks and police stations to avoid the
mobs of people rampaging the towns. At
last count, 47 people have been killed,
but police and military officials said the
toll is expected to rise. Eastern
Indonesia's military commander, Major
General Amir Sembiring, warned
searchers were beginning to find more
victims of the violence in the ashes of
dozens ofburned-out buildings. Many of
the victims were stabbed, beaten or
trapped in fires. Some were attacked
with rocks, machetes, clubs and even
bows and arrows.
The airport in Ambon remains closed
to commercial flights, as the Indonesian
military attempts to get the situation
under control. A curfew has been
imposed to prevent further fighting
between rival Christian and Muslim
gangs on the islands of Ambon, Sanana
and Seram. About 2,500 more soldiers
and police are expected to enter the area
to begin 24-hour patrols.
President B.j. Habibie called for calm
and religious reconciliation. If not
achieved, he has reportedly given the
authority to his military commanders to
use all measures at their disposal to
quell the disturbances. Major General
Sembiring was quoted by the official
Antara news agency as saying, "We urge
them to keep their arms at home.
Should they continue to disobey, we will
order our troops to fire."
During his 32 year authoritarian rule,
Suharto used the might of the military to
quell communal violence and political
dissent. But since his departure, the
position of the military has weakened
amid accusations it committed wide-
spread human rights abuses during
Suharto's era.
With the state of the economy, social
unrest remains a major obstacle for
President Habibie to overcome. Even if
the military and police manage to get
things under control, the fact remains the
seeds of religions and ethnic violence
have now been sown. Traditionally, the
Indonesian government has always been
fearful of ethnic and religious rivalries
exploding around the large archipelago
region. Habibie's actions in the next cou-
ple of days will be very important for the
state of Indonesia.
Young soldiers fight in Angola
OLIVER MARTIN
With the United Nations now on the
verge of leaving Angola, the past practice
of recruiting child soldiers to fight in the
war is starting up once again.
Following last week's announcement
by Secretary General Kofi Annan, the UN
is determined to abandon its peace-
observer mission in this hostile African
nation. Annan stated the two parties in
the long standing civil war, the govern-
ment of Angola and UNITA (the
Portuguese acronym for the National
Union for the Total Independence of
Angola), were not committed to the
terms of the 1994 peace agreement. The
UN pull-out is also a result of two UN
chartered planes shot down last month.
When the UN leaves, many aid agen-
cies are warning that the press gangs,
once used to capture children and
teenagers into military service will once
again enter into the cities. Angola does
not have a consistent draft system, but
in times of need the government has
demanded that younger men register
and then called them up for duty. It has
not come to that in the city of Luanda
yet. A period of draft registration started
last week for 18 to 20-year-olds. Almost
immediately, lines started to form
around police stations as the young men
lined up to comply. Many police stations
quickly ran out of registration forms
which left large crowds of men waiting
around aimlessly.
Rumors started to circulate there
were 170 draft exemption cards to be
handed out in the district and 160 had
been sold to rich families.
In long civil wars, military analysts
say the odds favor the government. It
keeps finding new offehore oil reserves,
while the diamond-studded riverbeds
that fund the war machine of Savimbi,
the UNITA leader, have been heavily dug
over and require expensive deep mining.
It is widely believed UNITA is using
child soldiers and it is just a matter of
time before the rebel movement begins
to enslave children into their ranks. The
UN says
it can do nothing.
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Student Life
Develop your healthy lifestyle
JANETTE ROY
Some people believe wellness is all
about physical health. This is one aspect
of it, but it is much broader than that.
Wellness is defined as health, happi-
ness, and prosperity: a condition of
being or doing well. This definition,
applied to the human being, means not
only the health of the body but the
health of the mind as well. To promote
the idea of wellness as a concept
throughout the university, Counselling
Services is introducing the Wellness Fair.
Marilyn Goodbrand is on the
Wellness Task Force, a committee here at
Laurier which is also made up of numer-
ous student representatives whose aim
is to promote a healthy lifestyle lasting
your entire lifetime. There is no place we
need it more.
If your day consists of getting up,
eating, going to school and coming
home to your dent on the couch for your
evening line up of sitcoms, they have
their work cut out
for them.
Goodbrand
said this fair is
being initiated in
hopes of estab-
lishing a wellness
centre or some-
thing of that
nature here at
WLU.
The Wellness
Fair seemed to be
a good way to get
the ball rolling and
get students
informed and aware about what well-
ness really is. The fair is a good way to
introduce different strategies students
The fair
seemed to be
a good way to
get students
informed about
what wellness
really is.
_
would be able to use to take care of
themselves and hopefully, develop
healthier lifestyles.
~ There are numer-
ous benefits
offered to the stu-
dents who attend
the wellness fair.
There are busi-
nesses coming
from outside the
university - as well
as inside - to offer
their services per-
taining to the well-
ness of the stu-
dent.
The organiza-
tions you can take
advantage of through the university
community involve the yoga, aerobic
and fitness classes offered by the
Athletic Complex, ERT, the Environmental
Awareness Committee, the Equality
Awareness Committee, Counselling
Services (which focuses on body image),
Foot Patrol, the Chaplain's, Music
Therapy and Career Services where you
can learn to develop some confidence
about your future goals.
Some different businesses visiting
Laurier include naturopathic doctors,
therapeutic touch specialists, a nutrition-
ist, a Chinese herbal medicine doctor and
chiropractors, among many others.
The Wellness Fair will be offering free
door prizes for sessions that demon-
strate their expertise.
The Fair will be introduced to the stu-
dents of WLU on January 26 and 27 in
the Concourse. However, the services
offered at the Fair could be utilized at
any point throughout the year.
For those of you who missed all the
great things that happened and are still
interested in contacting any of the orga-
nizations you heard about from your
friends or through this article, contact
Marilyn Goodbrand at Counselling
Services, ext. 2253.
In the meantime, take care and be
well.
Unafraid ofWLU's apparent animosity
LUXMEN ALOYSIUS
I remember being in my first year at
Wilfrid Laurier University, and thinking,
"I've made the biggest mistake of my
life." I was gay, in a relatively small uni-
versity, and without support from any-
one. So if you told me eight months
ago, that I would be the executive of
Lauder's only "Gay" club and sitting in
the concourse on Campus Clubs week
being open about it, I would have prob-
ably said, "me...gay?... Never."
The sign at the table said GLOBAL,
and without specifying what GLOBAL
meant (Gays, Lesbians, Or Bisexuals At
Laurier), we got a few people who
thought that it was some form of
exchange program. These people, when
they came up to the table and realized
what GLOBALhad meant, quickly looked
up embarrassed, and looked around to
see if anyone had seen them. One guy
even took a giant step backwards, and
held his hand up, as if I was going to
beat him over the head with my homo-
sexuality. From my perspective this
shows a great deal of insecurity as a het-
erosexual. You're straight, you know it,
so would it change your sexuality and
you, if people saw you at the GLOBAL
booth? Would I be embarrassed if my
gay friends saw me at a SAL (Straight At
Laurier) booth? Definitely not.
It seems odd to me, that as a homo-
sexual and therefore a societal minority
who should be uncomfortable with my
sexuality (according to these people), I
am, in feet, more comfortable than some
of the reigning heterosexuals.
Fortunately, support surrounded the
majority of my days at the GLOBAL
booth. My closest friends knew that I
was gay, but there were still a few
acquaintances that weren't aware of my
sexual orientation. When they asked
what I was doing I told them. A few sur-
prised looks, a few "I knew all along"
grins, and absolutely no biblical repri-
mands came my way. The hardest thing
that I had to do in my entire life also
became the most beneficial. Everyday I
feel a bit more comfortable, and a bit
more proud of who I am.
"Coming out" is a process. It took
me 20 years to get where I am today,
but for others it never happens. Even
though some of you may stare, point
and ridicule, I am giad ifs happening.
Sitting at the GLOBAL booth was a part
of the process. From self hatred, to self
acceptance, to pride. I've come a long
way.
To leam more about GLOBAL contact
Melissa at bieno69o@machl.wlu.ca.
wheretohang
January 26 & 27
WLU Wellness Fair
10:00 a.m.-4:oo p.m.
Concourse
Wednesday, January 27
WLUSA General Meeting
4:00 p.m.
Paul Martin Centre
Law School Information Session
5:30 p.m.
Thursday, January 28
Sons of Maxwell
Wilfs Pub
Saturday, January 30
MockLSAT
9:00 a.m.
Register at the Legal Resources
Office.
Tuesday, February 2
Communication Skills Workshop
4:30-6:30 p.m.
Green Rm. Lower level, Student
Services Centre
SAA General Meeting
5:30 p.m. Alumni Hall
AfUa Cooper, poet author of
Memories Have Tongue and co-
author of We're Rooted Hem and
They Cant Pull Us Up
7:00-8:30 p.m. Paul Martin Centre
Wednesday, February 3
Job Fair
10:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Bingemans Conference Centre
Free admissions for students and
atumni with identification from WLU.
F&jruary 5-7
Fourth Annual Campus Fringe
Festival
The Studio, Room ICIS
$5 for one play, $10 for the entire
showing. Phone: 884-0710 ext. 4882 for
info.
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A typical morning for the average
North American consumer: We wake
up in the morning to the sound of
Howard Stem on QlO7, the
new and old rock
station, blaring on
our Sony Dream
Machine clock
radio.
.
After about 15 minutes of inane chatter, we climb ou
from under our Duvet and climb into the shower. There, m
wash and clean with Zest, the Zestfully clean deodorant bai
then lather our head with Pantene Pro V two-in-one sham
poo and conditioner. Stepping out of our shower, we towe
off and begin the daily regimen of personal grooming.
For men, it usually begins with a quick shave with the
new Gillette Mach 3 razor with triple blade action,
then a quick style with a tub of Dep Gel, some
underarm deodorant from Mennen and, pos-
sibly, some Old Spice aftershave or Calvin
Klein's Eternity cologne.
For women, the morning ritual usu-
ally involves 20 minutes of hair care.
Starting with multiple mousse appli-
cations, Herbal Essence Mousse for
hold, Pantene for shine, and
Alberto VOS for style and vol-
ume. Then a heat treatmentwith
a Braun hairdryer, or the Braun
hair curler. Finishing it all off
with spritz of L'Oreals Studio
Line hairspray.
For those women with a lit-
tie more time and patience on
their hands (or sense of vanity),
it's off to the vanity and the
plethora of make-up. Maybelline
for the eyes, Cover Girl for the
lips, MAC for the cheeks, Ponds
for the face, etc. etc.
Then off we go to the wardrobe
for the outfit-du-jour. For those who '
feel that looking like they just got out of
bed is a fashion statement, a pair of
Adidas jogging pants with a chic Purple and
Gold sweatshirt. For the rest, who feel that leav-
ing the house requires a bit more fashion sensi-
bility, cotton pants from GAP or Levi's jeans, a shirt or
sweater from Club Monaco, Suzy Sheer, Eddie Bauer, etc.
(take your pick).
Next is breakfast - Wonderbread, Kraft Creamy peanut
butter, Smuckers all natural jam, a glass of Tropicana Pure
premium orange juice and a bowl of Honey Nut Cheerios
with Sealtest milk. In the short span of one hour, a total of
thirteen brand names were consumed in this example. In
reality, the typical North American consumer would
encounter roughly the same amount of brand names, just for
their morning rituals.
So, just what is a brand? By marketing terms brand is
most commonly associated with brand equity. A term coined
in the late 6o's and early 70's, but became a major market-
ing poweitiouse during the "Me" generation. The definition
of brand equity can be summed up as the power of the
brand to create and maintain customer value. More formal-
ly, brand equity is a combination of "a set of a brand's assets
and liabilities; is linked to the brand's name and symbol; can
subtract from, as well as add to, the value provided by a
product or service, and provides value to customers as well
as to a firm." (Aaker, pg.2B)
To the consumers, brand equity is the reason why you
keep going back to that special brand, questioning ifs value
to you less and less every time you buy the brand. That's the
secret of brand equity. Ifs supposed to build customer's
expectations of a product so the customer doesn't have to
go through the whole process of evaluating a product every
time he/she buys it. It makes
shopping
pre-
dictable and
convenient. This is all good to the consumer, provided the
brand can ensure that those expectations from the customer
are met every time. Thafs where most brands are failing
these days.
Yet, why do we still flock to these brands? The answer is
simple. We're lazy. "Branding allows people to obtain an
identity rather than work for it." (Abramson, pg. 58) Today,
brands are more concerned about creating a personality,
rather than giving real tangible value. We no longer buy
brands because they represent a superior product, we buy
brands because they have cool ads, chic spokespersons, and
really neat-o packaging.
These brand try to rep-
resent something we all
would like to say about our-
selves, something, we want every-
one around us to be able to identify and *•?.
say, "that's so you."
Since the "Me" generation, the concept of
self-identity has become an obsessive preoccupa-
tion in our society. Everyone wanted to become
someone, to look a certain way, to smell nice, etc.
This all came about from the turbulent times of the 6o's
where the younger generation fought back against the stiff
regime of so called "social order" imposed by their elders.
When the hippies of the 6o's became the yuppies of the Bo's
and 90's, the noble concept of individual self identity
became twisted in a bizarre way. In the 6o's, the
emphasis was on the choice to become an indi-
vidual then, somewhere along the line, it
became the choice to be a follower. We con-
vinced ourselves that having the choice
was far more important than the con-
sequences of that choice. It was in
this paradigm of "choice" that the
concept of branding flourished.
« Brand personalities made
the all important choice that
much easier for people to
'evelop a sense of identity,
nstead of creating an identi-
ty for ourselves through self
exploration and discovery,
we could simply purchase
that identity though a bun-
dle of consumer goods,
clothing and services.
We buy GAP clothing
because it says something
about our taste, our sensibility
to be conservative yet fashion-
able. We buy Nike shoes because
people who buy Nikes are go-get-
ters, that they can do anything as
long as they "Just Do It". We buy Kraft
Dinner because it represents conve-
nience and thrift, that we can't be both-
ered with such mundane activities as eating
well.
Yet, if we really looked into those brands, and
what they really are, we would find something dis-
tasteful about buying a $200 pair of sneakers that was made
for $10 by South Asian sweatshop laborers. Or a food prod-
uct from a company that targets young people to become
the next generation of nicotineaddicts in developing nations.
"Humans are multidimensional, brands aren't. Their iden-
tities can generally be defined in one word. Rebel.
Wholesome. Sexy." (Abramson, pg. 58) When we allow
brands to define our personalities, we limit ourselves to
those simplistic, one word identities. In the future, there may
be no concept of the I, just "always Coca Cola."
Sources
Aaker, David A., "The Value of Brand Equity," lournal of Business Strategy. July-
August 1992, 27-32
Abramson, Ruth, "The Uncooling of Brands." Adbusters. Winter 1998, 58
In New Zealand, one of the most sought after prod-
ucts of last year was literally nothing. A New
Zealand artist named Fiona Jack set about to chal-
lenge the notion of advertising and how it can
manipulate the public mindset with Nothing .
"I was thinking about advertising and all ifs
strangeness. Ifs coercive ability to sell the most
completely bizarre things to people who usually
don't need them," explained Fiona Jack.
The result was a series of outdoor ads with the
tm
tagline Nothing ; For the person with everything.
Accompanying this catchy tag line was some sort
of high fashion graphic with attractive, waify thin
models.
The campaign was sponsored by the Outdoor
Advertising Association of New Zealand. The
OAANZ chose the project as a market research cam-
paign to test the effectiveness of outdoor advertis-
ing. A total of 27 billboards were donated to Ms.
Jack while the OAANZ imposed a media gag order
throughout the duration of the campaign. The cam-
paign was geographically centred in Auckland, New
Zealand - the country's latest city.
The campaign proved to be a major success.
OAANZs statistics showed that over a third of all
Aucklanders saw the ads. Viewers were aware of
the brand, but not the product. The company even
received several phone calls from consumers ask-
ing what the product was and where they could
buy it. It.
tm
"I think the Nothing campaign proved the
point that you can market anything if there's money
behind it, that money is basically the main thing
that's required to convince the public of something
these days," declared Jack.
Though Fiona Jack has come under public crit-
icism for having support of an advertising organi-
zation who would use her results to encourage
more advertising, the irony has not been lost on
her. "I think it's perfect," said Ms. Jack, "the whole
campaign is full of irony and absurdity."
Source
Adbusters Magazine; Issue No. 24, Winter 1998
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Her Face says:
Mac
I hope I don't look like a
lesbian/cross dresser.
Cover Girl
This easy-breezy look didn't
take me 20 minutes to put on.
Maybelline
Maybe I am born with it.
Revlon
Bargain basement glamour. I
too can look like Cindy
Crawford for $3.99.
Her Shirt says:
Jacob
Look at me, I spend all my
money on clothes, I don't
have to eat.
Her Pants say:
Calvin Klein Jeans
Only anorexic, heroin addicts with-
out hips should be able to look so
good.
Or
I wish I had the figure of an eight-
year old boy.
His Head says:
Gillette
I like to cut my face, three times with one
smooth precision stroke.
Depp Gel
My hair is all I have. It's why I get all the chicks.
That receding hairline is just a figment of my
imagination.
His Shirt says:
Tommy Hilfiger
I am a rich white kid from Connecticut
who dresses like a gansta' gangbanger
from the ghettoes, dressed like a rich
white kid from Connecticut.
His Pants says:
GAP Jeans
I like to spend lots of money on, poorly
made, boring clothes that distinguishes
me from no one.
If marimtars hadMr mm,
our pgrsttnal Mammas
Mild It an
amalgamation
ofMr Brand
MMfltto.
lorslookatainileal
IraaUdivii of
human idMiflty
throughth@
eyes of a
iiiiriMsr.
Andnowa wordfromoursponsors
SARAH RIDLEY
Ah, commercials. Those annoying
breaks in your favourite television show
that always happen just at a crucial
moment. The hero creeps along the
eerie hallway and turns a corner. The
camera zooms in for a close up of his
shocked expression then... Boom - they
go to a commercial break.
Commercials are obviously more
than just a way to maintain suspense in
television programming. The whole
point is they are trying to (duh) sell you
something. Of course, everyone can see
right through this scheme, and that's
why people use commercial breaks to
scan through other channels, refill their
chip bowl and reorganize their refriger-
ators. This is perfectly understandable
behaviour. However, the herd running to
the kitchen is often missing the most
entertaining part of television.
I know there are a lot of crummy
ads out there. I too, am sick of hearing
about who is the "best best best" in
carpet retailers and those cheese com-
mercials make me want to punch some-
thing, but in-between all the inane and
Patronizing advertisements are some
true pieces of genius. At any point in
time, there's at least one commercial
that can make you laugh, make you
think or make you yell to your room-
mates to, "Get in here - that commercial
I was telling you about is on."
I recently had the privilege of sitting
through 76 minutes of commercial
genius from all over the world. The 1998
World's Best Commercials played last
week at the Princess Cinema here in
Waterloo. It was a representation of last
years cleverest advertising from coun-
tries like Great Britain, USA, Brazil,
South Africa, France and Canada,
among others. As with any collection,
some of the entries were perhaps ques-
tionable additions to the 'best of the
best,' but overall it was a strong offer-
ing.
Many ads were familiar. Nike's 'What
if we treated all athletes the way we
treat skateboarders' series was shown,
and the Miller Lite 'Twist to open' ad did
well. Other ads of note included Ikea
where the Ikea designers transform a
subway car into a 'livable space,' and
jerry Seinfeld's 'London'commercial sell-
ing American Express.
Perhaps most intriguing however,
was the difference between North
American advertising and the commer-
cials from other parts of the world.
Some of the European ads especially,
were quite liberal in their content and
language. I can't remember the last time
a commercial on our North American
networks actually shocked me, or forced
me to look away. In this film, however,
there were a few public service type ads
that had that effect. They certainly got
their message across, and they also
made me realize I am not as desensi-
tized as I thought I was.
I also don't recall any other time
when I burst into spontaneous
applause after a commercial. You know
that feeling after watching a really good
movie? A really clever commercial can
have the same effect.
The fact of the matter is, commer-
cials have the ability to move us, to
make us laugh, to make us think.
Ignoring the fact they are there to make
us buy, commercials can be enjoyed for
their entertainment value.
There are. many hidden gems
between the ads for used cars and mat-
tresses - ifs worth staying on the couch
to discover them.
r-
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Sports
Hawkswimmersb stever
MIKE KOSTOFF
WLU sports history was made on
Friday, January 22 as the Hawk swim
teams battled the Guelph Gryphons for
the OUA West Division Championship.
Having already guaranteed themselves
winning records for the regular season,
both teams looked to take the titles
away from the reigning champs.
While the men came up short, the
night belonged to the women who, for
the first time in Laurier history, are the
OUA West Division Champions.
"Both squads had an outstanding
showing," said an obviously proud
coach Dean Boles. Boles has twice been
named Laurier's coach of the year and
once the Ontario women's swim coach
of the year, but this is the first time a
team of his has ever been a division
champ.
Leading the way for the women,
who won by a score of 104-80, were co-
captain Dayna Patterson and rookie
sensation Shelley Babbin. Patterson
won three events and Babin won two in
convincing fashion.
"Both Shelley and Dayna swam
tough tonight - they're coming off great
training camps and have been phe-
nomenal all season," added Boles. On
Friday, Babbin achieved the CIAU quali-
fying standard in the 200 metre
freestyle, adding yet another event to
her repertoire.
Also contributing to the women's
cause were Sian Carver and Robin Allen,
who each won one event. Jenn Kerr
and Suzanne Pietschmann swam to
personal best times, and depth was
provided by 1998 MVP Lisa Parwicki,
Nicole Smerdon, Jenny Cramm, Ashley
Wright, Pavla Kadza, and Carrie
Patterson.
"The depth on this team is the best
it has ever been," commented Boles,
who added, "we're strong up and down
the lineup and that will be to our bene-
fit at the championship meet.
While the night was one to remem-
ber for the women, the men's team
ended up losing 101-82 in a hard fought
battle. Still, with a record of 6-1, this
Hawks team is also the best ever, post-
ing the first winning record in team his-
tory.
"We were without one of our swim-
mers on the men's side, which was
unfortunate," noted Boles, "but every
swimmer on the team fought to the
very end."
The night started poorly for the
men, who found themselves down by u
points after the first event. From then
on, however, the scone remained fairly
consistent. Losing by a mere 19 points
to one of the nations top ranked teams
has to be considered a moral victory.
"To even be in the position we were
in, with a chance to win, is exactly what
While the
men came
up short,
the night
belonged to
the women...
we should have expected from our-
selves," noted team captain John Peleck
who added, "we have to be proud of
what we've accomplished this year."
The men's team received contribu-
tions from all 12 swimmers in atten-
dance, all of them scoring at least one
point. Rookie Mike Thompson showed
his versatility by winning the 800-metre
freestyle and almost winning the 50-
metre freestyle events. Mike Stelmach
had his best 200-metre butterfly of the
season, moving to within three seconds
of the CiAU qualifying time. Peleck, Tom
Stelmach, Cam joynt, Mark Reddington,
Mike Dinesen, jon Campbell, Mike
Blachard, and Gary Peter all contributed
important points. Tom Fuke continued
his dominance of the 200-metre
freestyle breaststroke, finishing the reg-
ular season undefeated in that event.
However, the word dominance
should be reserved for rookie Doug
Browne, who again won three events.
The Hawks would not have been as
successful as they were this season
without Browne, who ended the regular
season undefeated in everything he
swam.
The Hawks sucess this year and
promise for sucess in future years can
be largely attributed to quality recruting.
"Credit has to go to the administra-
tion who has made an decided effort to
attract quality athletes to the school,
noted Boles.
The swim teams will now set their
sights on the OUA championships to be
held February 5-7 in Sudbury. Both
teams placed sixth last year, and both
teams have a top three finish as their
goal this year. For the men, this means
beating the same Gryphons that defeat-
ed them on Friday.
"The championship format is much
different than a dual meet format, and I
believe that plays right into our hands
as far as Guelph is concerned. If things
go well for us, a top three finish isn't out
of the question for either the men or
women," noted Botes.
Individually, three Hawks will be
defending OUA medals, while still oth-
ers have their sights set on CIAU quali-
fying standards. Fuke is two time
defending gold medalist in the 200-
metre breaststroke, Dayna Patterson is
the defending silver medalist in the 200-
metre individual medley, and Parwicki
will defend both a silver and bronze
medal in the 50 and 100 metre back-
stroke respectively.
Meanwhile, up to ten Hawk swimmers
have the chance to meet CIAU qualify-
ing standards. With six swimmers
already qualified (matching the largest
ever contingent to attend the nationals),
this year's CIAU team promises to be the
biggest and the strongest ever.
"The OUA's will definitely be a com-
petitive and challenging meet," com-
mented Botes. "I'm really looking for-
ward to seeing what we can do."
Hawks keep playoffhopes alive
WOODIE BROWN
The Battle of Waterloo, volleyball style, was
fought last Friday night on the hardwood floor at
Laurier's Athletic Complex.
The last time these teams met this year, the
Hawks blew a 2-0 lead and fell to defeat. Trailing
the Warriors by four points for the last playoff spot,
the Hawks were looking to avenge this defeat with
the outcome having significant playoff implications.
The urgency of the situation showed in the Hawks
play as they dominated Waterloo and posted a 3-0
victory.
"They are finally playing the way they should
be," commented an elated Hawks head coach Paul
Paven.
The first game saw the Hawks fall into an early
deficit. With a large number of Waterloo supporters
in the crowd, it seemed as if it was a Warrior home
game. As Laurier fell behind, the fans got louder
and louder. Laurier seemed unable to return the
Waterloo spikes and could not get the big shots to
score points.
However, after the first break, the Hawks made
several great shots to tie the game at eight. Ryan
Te Boekhorst made some perfectly placed short
shots that gave the Hawks the lead. They started
overpowering Waterloo with some strong spikes,
managing to turn away similar spikes from the
Warriors. During one electrifying rally, Ryan Brown
made two blocks and then spiked the ball to put
the Hawks in control. With the Hawks up 14-9,
Kelsey Orth scored an excellent serving ace, giving
Laurier the game one victory.
Laurier continued to play well in the second
gameand had an early 6-3 lead. Not to be outdone,
the Warrior's fought back, forcing many long rallies.
Both teams made some incredible digs to keep the
ball alive.
After a long stretch of great volleyball, the
Warriors finally tied the game at six, which is all the
scoring that Waterloo would be able to muster. The
Hawks turned it up a notch, making many impor-
tant blocks and using their power to dominate the
contest. This pressure caused Waterloo to make too
many mistakes, and it cost them the game.
Typically, Waterloo was called for a carry on match
point, and the Hawks won game two 15-6.
The third game saw everything go way.
They were hustling and making impressive shots to
take an 8-5 lead. Mid-way through the game, there
was an argument on a side-out call that originally
went to the Wam'ors. After some discussion, the ref-
eree gave the point to Laurier instead. That sparked
a big argument between the two teams that lasted
for a couple minutes.
When play finally resumed, the Hawks contin-
ued to control the game. In a fit of rage, Waterloo
coach Doug Hanes kicked his chair to inspire the
players. Instead, it only made the crowd laugh at
him. Laurier managed to build a 13-7 lead on the
strength of the play ofTe Boekhorst, who used his
power and finesse to deliver the goods for the
Hawks. He spiked the ball into wide open spaces,
or just tapped it over the blockers to surprise the
defence. The Hawks won game three 15-8 to give
them the 3-0 victory in the match.
"Ryan Brown and Ryan Te Boekhorst played
great tonight., they were standouts," noted coach
Paven. On the question of making the playoffs,
Pavan feels the Hawks still have a good chance,
"If Waterloo loses to the teams they should lose
to and we can keep up this play, we will make the
playoffs," Pavan said. The Hawks now sit at 3-5,
two points behind the Warriors. Both teams have
two games remaining, with the Hawks in Guelph
today to take on the Gryphons, and back home
next Wednesday against McMaster, game time 8:00
p.m.
Laurier women's volleyball squad posted a 3-0
victory over the Brock Badgers last Wednesday. The
win moves the team to 6-3 and into a tie for third
place in the OUAwest division. This team is also in
action tonight in Guelph and will host an invita-
tional tournament this Saturday at the A.C.
(CATHERINE
HARDING
Hawks travel south
BETH MULLEN
Taking a breath after a road trip to Minnesota this
past weekend, the women's hockey team is now
focussed on planning their strategies for the next
series of games leading up to the OUA finals in
Guelph, taking place on February 13 and 14.
The trip across the border proved to be educa-
tional as the women met with an ice surface almost
twice the size of their own and an excellent
Minnesota organization.
The Hawks played two exhibition games at
Mariucci Arena on Friday and Saturday against the
Minnesota Gophers, one of the top ranked teams
in the United States.
Although the Hawks found themselves a little
overwhelmed by a powerful Gopher sqaud, drop-
ping both games of the series, Hawk head coach
Josh Batley said that the experience will be useful
in making the team's game stronger for the rest of
the season.
"The calibre of play forced the team to play
harder. In terms of speed, size and agility, the team
was just awesome," noted Batley.
The OUA schedule now calls on the Hawks to
embark on a grueling four game road trip, includ-
ing two games against the Queen's Golden Gales in
Kingston on Thursday and Friday as well as one
against the Toronto Varsity Blues at Varsity Arena
in Toronto on Saturday night.
The road trip started yesterday in North York
against the York University Yeowomen. This trip is
bound to be a tough one as both York and Queens
are battling for the leagues final playoff spot.
As the OUA Rnals approach, the coach insists
that the key to doing well, will be to, "go in on a
high and come out firing!"
Three of the four teams that will be taking part
in semi-final games have already clinched spots.
These include the Hawks, Guelph and Toronto. The
fourth team, likely to be York or Queen's, has yet
to be determined.
Although they have a playoff spot guaranteed,
the Hawks will want to keep the intensity level high
as first place in the divison is still attainable.
Competitiveness and quality of play will remain the
team's priorities.
Your next opportunity to see the Hawks in
action will be when they wrap up their regular sea-
son schedule on Sunday, February 7 against
Guelph. Game time is 7:00 p.m. at Waterloo
Memorial Arena.
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Men's hoops lose two more
JORDAN FURNESS
The rebuilding phase of the Men's
basketball squad hit a rough patch last
week as the team lost twice and saw
another player sustain a serious injury.
A 77-60 loss in Guelph last
Wednesday was followed up by an 84-
52 defeat at McMaster on Saturday. Of
greater concern, however, was a serious
neck injury that Jeff Zdrahal suffered near
the end of the McMaster game. It is
unsure when he will be able to play
again, but he will probably not suit up
for either of the next two games.
The Guelph game got off to a good
start for Laurier as they outplayed the
Gryphons in nearly every facet of the
game. Bob Papadimitrou led the way
scoring 14 points, with Jeff Zdrahal con-
tributing 10 points and four assists. The
Hawks were 4 of 7 from 3 point land
and entered half-time leading 33-28.
The .second half saw Guelph storm
back as Laurier's shooting cooled off and
several fouls allowed the Gryphons to
walk away with the victory. The Hawks
had 16 fouls in the second half, whereas
Guelph committed only 14 the entire
game. Guelph picked up 15 points on
those extra fouls which, not surprisingly,
was the difference in the game. Ken
Hodgkins scored 13 of his 15 points in
the second half to lead the Hawks over-
all while Scott Fitzpatrick also had a
strong half picking up 10 of 13 points.
On Saturday it was much of the
same story as the Hawks came out
strong only to tire out and allow the
undefeated McMaster Marauders to
cruise to victory. Laurier opened up a 17-
8 lead halfway through the first half but
a 12-0 run by McMaster quickly erased
that and the half ended with the Hawks
trailing 30-20.
The second half was all McMaster as
they spread the scoring around and at
one point led by 39 points. The entire
Marauder bench contributed at least one
point and every player played at least
nine minutes which was too much for
Laurier who had five players over 27
minutes.
"When we're not fatigued we're very
good and we can play with them,"
noted head coach Mike Kilpatrick.
"However, we had players playing over
30 minutes, including freshman Adam
Rogers at 31, while McMaster*s players
were all under 24 minutes. When you
start to get tired you don't execute as
well and that results in turnovers, bro-
ken plays, and shots that fall short."
As has been the case in nearly all
their games, one facet of Lauder's play
made most of the difference. Against
McMaster it was turnovers, 35 in total
opposed to 14 for Mac. This lead to 26
extra points and would have brought the
game a lot closer. The turnovers can be
traced to a more rested, thus quicker
Marauder team.
The Hawks got another strong per-
formance from Ken Hodgkins who had
14 points and 7 rebounds while Chris
Popofeki put down 10 and grabbed 5
rebounds. Popoiski, who has been out-
standing this year, agrees with Kilpatrick
that fewer minutes would make a huge
difference in his and the team's level of
play.
"Our half-court game is one of the
best in the country, but once you start
running back and forth on the full court,
we get into trouble," said Kilpatrick.
The injury plagued Hawks are home
Wednesday night to face the Brock
Badgers who are 1-3 on the season. A
Laurier victory would go a long way
toward making the playoffs. The
Gryphons come to Laurier for a rematch
this Saturday, January 30 at 7:oopm. The
Hawks are looking to use the impressive
first half against in their previous game
against the Gryphons as a stepping
stone toward defeating a good Guelph
team.
As for Jeff Zdrahal, players such as
Cotwin Troje and Matt Babel will be step-
ping in for the injured star, however,
Kilpatrick is not looking for anyone to
jump out and score 20 points.
Instead, strong and steady play with
few errors is what Kilpatrick believes will
win the game for Laurier.
Game time versus Brock is 8:00 p.m.
so come out and support the Hawks
and celebrate a victory at Wilfs after-
ward.
s
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powder puff
Reservoir Dogs 3-1-1
Dukes 3-1-1
Snow Devils 2-2-1
Young Guns 2-2-1
Diesels 2-2-1
Barbarians 0-4-1
Powder Puff Championship Day:
9:30 a.m.
Snow Devils vs. Barbarians (field 1)
Diesel vs. Young Guns (field 2)
11:00 a.m.
Reservoir Dogs vs. lowest ranked winner
Dukes vs. highest ranked winner
12:30 p.m.
Consolation Final
2:00 p.m.
Powder Puff Championship Game
All games at University Stadium
LARRY'S I "Tan Without Sand" at j
hMdesign sun-sations
PKMS, COIOHC, oigeigtiTs 747-5563
(also w wo nose piacwg)
885-0080 10°/° w
>th Student Card
220 KING ST. N. 220 King Si. N.
UNIT J (FACING REGINA ST.)
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Hawks split home and home series
TREVOR HILKER
The Laurier Golden Hawks and the
Waterloo Warriors had yet another
important home and home series this
week, with the first taking place on
Thursday night at the Recreation
Complex and the latter on Sunday after-
noon at the Waterloo's Columbia
Icefields.
Since the Hawks only had a one
point lead over Warriors for the last play-
off spot, both games had significant
playoff implications. Also, the Hawks
were going into each game without Jeff
Ambrosio, Bob McQuat, and Frank
Ivankovic, who remain in Slovakia for the
World University Student Games.
When the dust settled on Sunday
afternoon, the Hawks found themselves
back where they started, maintaining a
one point lead on the Warrior's for the
OUA west divison's final playoff spot
through a 4-0 win Thursday and a 6-1
toss Sunday.
"If I had to put my finger on one
thing, it would be the level of intensity,"
noted Hawk head coach Tony Martindale
when asked to explain the discrepency
between the two performances.
In the spirit of the Battle of Waterloo,
Thursday night's contest was a very
rough game with bodies and fists flying
everywhere. In the
second period, a
minor bench brawl
ensued in front of
the Hawks bench,
which had started
from a small dis-
pute involving Joe
Rogers and a
Warrior forward.
"It was a very
rough game which
is what a Hawks
and Warriors game
should be like,"
commented
Hawks coach Tony
Martindale, who
went on to call the
Laurier-Waterloo
rivalry one of the
best in amateur
sports.
The Hawks opened the scoring at
the 4:44 mark of the first period, when
Larry Paleczny let a wrist shot go from
the face-off circle which somehow found
its way under the pad of Warrior goal-
tender Joe Harris. That goal was the only
real chance for either team that period
as it was a tight defensive battle. The
game opened up a little in the second
period as each team created more
chances, but none of which resulted in a
goal. Lauder's best chance was when
team captain Martin Kearns hit the post
from the high slot on the power play.
The second period was the roughest as
there were many bone crunching body
checks, most of which were delivered by
Martin Kearns. Harris also showed his
emotions as he hacked down a Hawks
player in front of the net after a number
of high sticks he had taken off his mask.
The third period was wide open with
the Warriors suffering
several defensive laps-
es, allowing three
unanswered goals by
the Hawks. The first
came when defense-
man Andrew Hamilton
fired one at the net,
which was tipped past
Harris by forward Mike
Allaby. just two min-
utes later, the Hawks
struck again, as
Rogers was able to let
a wrist shot go in
close, which found the
top shelf. Late
in the
game, Paleczny net-
ted yet another goal
as he one-timed an
excellent feed from
the corner by Chad
Brezynskie sealing the victory for the
Hawks.
This was the Hawks' first shutout of
the season, as well as the Hawks' first
win over the Warriors this season. "This
is a real exciting win for us, especially
since a lot of these guys haven't beaten
the Warriors in four years," noted
Martindale after the game.
Unfortunately for the Hawks, the sec-
ond half of the series did not go well as
they were easily handled by the Warriors
all game at the Icefields, as they came
out on top 6-1. The Warriors took an
early 2-0 lead as Joel Widmeyer and Brett
Turner scored in the opening minute of
the game. They did not stop there as
Mike Murphy and Mike Devereaux
added two more goals throughout the
first period taking a 4-0 lead.
Hawks forward Craig Jalbert broke
Harris' shutout bid midway through the
second period. However it was not
enough as the Warriors added three
more in the third period including two by
Turner, giving him the hat trick.
"The two quick goals in the first two
minutes and a 4-0 first period deficit
was too much to come back from," com-
mented Martindale. He went on to
explain that he hoped as this young
team gained more experience and matu-
rity, they would be able to dig in and
recover from such a deficit. "With 17 first
year guys, there is a lot of growing up
that has to be done... there is only so
much you can expect," added
Martindale.
The Hawks are back in action tonight
in London versus the Mustangs. They
return home for a game Saturday night
at the Rec Complex against the Windsor
Lancers. Both games have significant
playoff implications.
CHRIS
TRACY
Women's b-ball suffers on the road
JORDAN FURNESS
Setback does not quite describe the past week
as the Laurier women's basketball team lost two
games to Guelph and McMaster and learned that
veteran starter Sherry Faber would not be returning
to the team. A heavy course load this semester
forced Faber to quit and the Hawks will miss both
her outside scoring and leadership.
Addressing the issue, Hawks head coach Sue
Lindley noted that, "Sherry is a real good outside
shooter," but also added that, "Amy MacPherson
and Jenn MacDonald can also step up and hit the
outside shots."
The loss of Faber leaves the Hawks with nine
first year players, three second year players and
fifth year veteran Amanda Peers.
Last Wednesday, the Hawks traveled to Guelph
to face the undefeated Gryphons. Although Guelph
took an early lead, the Hawks did not give up and
the first half ended with Guelph up 26-17. The sec-
ond half was even closer but the Gryphons edged
Laurier 22-19 resulting in a 48-36 victory.
"I really thought we'd be able to win if we held
Guelph to 48 points, but unfortunately, we just
couldn't get on track offensively" said Lindley.
Guelph's low point total certainly didn't mean
that they didn't shoot the ball. The Gryphon's threw
up 95 shots, but managed to sink only 14 field
goals and five 3 pointers.
The 5-1 advantage that
Guelph held over Laurier
in 3 point baskets was the
difference in the game.
The lack of long distance
shooting for the Hawks
was a change from the
game against Western
where Laurier 3 pointers
kept them close.
As for individual
efforts, Amanda Peers
once again led the young team scoring 10 points
and continuing in her valuable leadership role.
"Amanda has been the heart and soul of the
team, and had another great game Wednesday,"
said Lindley.
She also added that, "rookie post player Kate
Adjectives to
describe
Saturday's game
against McMaster
are hard to find.
Tanner continuesto improve and has provided solid
minutes coming off the bench. Also, Amy
MacPherson really pushed the ball and led the
attack."
Adjectives to describe Saturday's game against
McMaster are hard to
find and would be
depressing to read, so I
won't write any. The
Hawks lost 103-
44...ye5...103-44.
"They used a full-
court press the entire
game and simply over-
whelmed us," comment-
ed second year player
Amy MacPherson.
The aggressive full-
court press resulted in some early Laurier mistakes
that McMaster converted and the Marauders never
looked back. The Hawks ended the day with 37
turnovers.
"They are probably the most physical and agres-
sive team in the league," noted Lindley, adding,
"everything they tried worked and everything we
tried, we just couldn't get going."
The one standout for Laurier was again Kate
Tanner who made her first start of the year in place
of Mariana Hrkac, who is on the shelf with an ankle
injury. Tanner scored seven points and grabbed
seven rebounds.
In the end, McMaster is a premier team and will
likely head to the CIAD championships so there is
no reason to throw in the towel, a sentiment
echoed by the Hawks. Furthermore, Laurier will
host Brock on Wednesday night looking to gain
their second win against the Badgers this year.
Laurier won 57-54 in their first meeting.
"They [Brock] are a team of penetrators, and we
will have to control the boards to be successful"
said Lindley. She also believes that home court
advantage can give a team another 5-10 points. A
good turnout for the game would boost that even
higher. Tip-off is 6:oopm and the hard-working
Hawks would appreciate the support. zThe Hawks
then head north to Lakehead for two games start-
ing February 5. Victories in even two of three games
would put Laurier right back into the playoff picture.
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Entertainment
Awareness Through Arts
ASAD KIYANI
On January 26, the campus hosted the
first annual Awareness Through Arts
Gala, and I had the good fortune to be
present. Put on by the Equality
Awareness Committee, the show fea-
tured performances by Laurier students
as well as an art exhibit and a motiva-
tional speaker.
The event began with an a capella
rendition of Behind the Wall, a Tracy
Chapman song that describes the reality
of domestic violence. Sung by Angela
Peters, it was a fitting beginning to an
intense, thought-provoking evening.
The second performance was proba-
bly the most memorable. Three dancers
(Carrie Davidson, Amy Riddick and Diana
Shepard) demonstrated through ballet
the "emotional workload" that women
endure on a daily basis.
Set to the song Women's Work, by
Kate Bush, it was an evocatively beauti-
ful performance that was near-indescrib-
able. Suffice it to say that my limited
skills don't do it justice.
Linda Chan then took the stage. She
played a piece composed for the piano
by Betty Jackson King. The reason for
playing that particular piece was that it
is held by the Black Women Composers
Collection and is part of a creative effort
that has been held back by traditionally
consetvative mentalities.
Michelle Phillips then read a poem
she composed herself, a poem that
described the ups and downs of life and
how it unravels before us. While the idea
behind the piece was undoubtedly a
noble one, the reading was difficult to
understand in some areas.
Next to perform were'Jill and Jennifer
Hedican. Jill played the guitar while
Jennifer was on the violin for the first
three songs, and they switched roles for
the finale. Melanie Doane and Eileen
Iverson wrote the first pair ofsongs that
the duo performed, while Jennifer com-
posed the last two. The set was meant
to highlight the contributions of various
women composers and better illustrate
the experience of women and their tra-
ditional roles.
Following the Hedican sisters were
Walter Guerra and Avril Robinson. The
duo performed a sizzling Merengue
dance. The most popular of Latin dance
forms, Merengue's beauty lies in its abil-
ity to show the versatility, creativity and
universality of dance as an expression-
ists form. This part of the show was the
most welt-received, and for good rea-
son—it was truly explosive.
The final performer was Cory
Brayshaw, a female bagpipe player. The
most relevant aspect of her performance
was that it was a step towards tearing
down the traditional stereotype that
only men can play the instrument.
The intermission allowed for a
chance to view some artwork that was
also being exhibited as part of the gala.
Of particular interest were the pieces by
Rne Arts professor Michal Manson and
Waleed Ksaifi.
Manson displayed two parts of her
series In the Land of Ire, which is meant
to demonstrate the beauty of a land that
has been victimized by sectarian vio-
lence for much of the last 30 years.
Ksaifi's pieces used seemingly
abstract curves and tines to connect
seemingly disparate images and unify
them, in the keeping with the theme of
equality and the beauty of diversity.
The final part of the gala was possi-
bly the most striking. Johnny Lake, a
speaker from Tennessee, was brought in
to speak to the gala audience. Lake took
the stage and proceeded to describe
current attitudes toward race, racial
stereotyping, and moves toward equali-
ty, education and awareness.
Lake was certainly a striking speak-
er. He consistently touched on situations
that related to everyone in the hall, in
spite of their background. His favorite
phrase was "single, simple, physical
characteristic," which he used to great
effect in reminding the audience of the
absurdity of the problem that underlies
racial tension throughout the world.
While he reminded the audience of
the impact of slavery and the domi-
nance of rich white men throughout
most of the world, Lake was far from
confrontational. Instead, he stressed the
importance of dialogue and was careful
to tactfully address the concerns of all in
the audience. He was one of the gala's
highlights.
In describing the event, Equality
Awareness CommitteeCo-ordinator Amy
Arnold was very impressed with the
turnout, but stressed that it would have
been a success regardless.
"We were pretty content with that
[turnout]," said Arnold. "Next time, I'd
like to see the attendance double and
then triple."
Committee Executive Sarah
Donaldson was quick to add that "even
if one person came out" the event was
a success.
"If even one or two people came,
they would be taking away a little piece
of it with them," said Donaldson. As it is
"everyone is taking away a little piece
with them tonight."
As an evening meant to educate and
create a greater sense of awareness and
community strength, the gala was a suc-
cess. As Donaldson herself said in clos-
ing the gala, "Awareness begins with
education."
CATHERINE
TYLEE
little big movie
DANIELLE FIELDER
Based on the stage play The Rise and Fall of Little
Voice, this movie tells the story of LV (lane
Horrocks), a timid young woman locked in a shell
of fear and depression after the death of her father.
Confined to the safe haven of her room with
her records, her playmates are judy Garland, Billie
Holiday, and Marilyn
Monroe. The only invader
to her world is her over-
bearing, cruel, alcoholic
mother, played brilliantly
by Bnenda Blethyn. LV's
life is disturbed the day
her mother brings home
Ray (Michael Caine) who
stumbles upon LV's
unique talent.
It seems that LV, when
faced with the spirit ofher
dead father, can belt out
her favorite tunes in the
style of the singer. She
can do all the voices, a
talent which Ray sees as
his one way ticket to suc-
cess as a talent scout for
a seedy dub in London.
He pretends to date the
mother, pulling her into
the scheme, and then
uses a towdown trick to
coerce IV to sing at the club. For a woman who
hardly ever
opens her mouth, it is a small wonder
that he
manages to get her to perform.
The only redeeming figure in LVs life is Gary, (or
roaybe ifs Billy), played by Ewan McGregor, looking
especially good these days. Really good. I digress.
Gary/Billy comes to repair the phones one day, and
sees LV who sparks his interest. He is a timid soul
as well, who looks after birds in his spare time, (his
vorite is named Dwayne) and he tries to form a
with her. He becomes a sort of white
knight for LV, as he learns of the scheming ways of
her mother. They make a good, yet very strange
pair.
Although it is a very sad portrait of a dysfunc-
tional mother-daughter relationship, and of a trou-
bled young woman struggling with deep emotional
problems, Little Voice is very enjoyable. It is sad at
times, but at others extremely funny, helped along
by the wonderful perfor-
mance of Brenda Blethyn,
whose hilarious antics left
tears in my eyes. She
plays a pathetic figure,
who attempts to regain
her youth and to find a
new husband. As Ray, a
man who spends his life
savings sending LV to
feme, Michael Caine"s per-
formance is equally good,
for which he picked up a
Golden Globe recently.
Jane Horrocks gives a
stunning performance as
LM and sings all her own
songs in the film. The
scene in which she gives
her performance with a
medley of songs is
incredible, as is her
singing talent.
While this movie
may be easily over-
looked, it should not be
missed. It has the elements ofwhat I consider to be
good film, in which the performances are out-
standing, and it is not as happy-go-lucky as one
would expect. The soundtrack is also a lot of fun, if
only to hear some great old tunes from the likes of
judy Garland and Biltie Holiday, Jane Horrocks also
lends her voice to the soundtrack, and at first lis-
ten, her impressions are so good, you aren't sure
who is singing. In short, go and take a look at Little
Voice. It be good.
FIIE
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King's Carrie
JOSH MARSHALL
Thursday, January 28th, Dr. Jodey Castricano, a pro-
fessor of English at Laurier, will team up with the
English Club for a literary discussion of Stephen
King's novel and movie, Came.
Carrie tells the story of sixteen-year-old Carrie
White, who has telekenetic powers. Raised by her
fanatically religious mother who has subjected her
to years of mental and physical abuse, Carrie grows
into an awkward girl
who is ostracised by her
schoolmates. According
to Dr. Castricano, "Carrie
becomes the scapegoat
upon which they direct
their disgust, as well as a
representation of 'other-
ness,' which people are
prone to reject and leave
on the fringes."
As Carrie begins to
reject her mother's influ-
ence and abuse, and
begins to tire of her
classmates cruel and
relentless teasing, she
discovers her ability to
move and hold objects
suspended in air. She
also opens a number of
blocked memories from
her painful childhood,
including attempted
murder by her mother,
and the resulting telekenitic abilities which Carrie
unknowingly employed to save herself. In the end,
Carrie lashes out against the entire world.
The discussion on Thursday will investigate the
role of gothic novels and of the horror genre in pop-
ular 20th century writing and filmmaking.
Castricano believes these products of popular cul-
ture give voice to prominent social and political
issues. She says,"It is not unusual to see a novel
from pop cutlure display relevant isssues to be
studied. Carrie is a good model of this."
In Carrie, these issues include feminism and the
construction of gendre, as well as issues of other-
ness. Castricano explains that King recognizes the
novel was a reaction to the rise of feminism in the
1970'5.
The feminist aspect focuses on the role of
women in both horror novels and movies, as well
as the way in which women are ostricized due to
things such as menstra-
tion. This labelling and
rejection leads to what is
called otherness, the dis-
tinction between oneself
and that which is foreign.
In gothic and horror nov-
els, otherness usually
comes in the form of a
monster or demon, a
role which Carrie embod-
ies in the story.
Castricano says she
hopes to be a mediator
for the discussion, pre-
sent to bring up ideas
and direct the flow of the
conversation. Ultimately
though, she says the
direction is up to the
audience. This event is
the second in which
Castricano has taken
part. Last term, she
moderated a discussion,
along with Dr. Boire, entitled, "What is literature?"
Ultimately, that seems to be the issue here as
well. In Castricano's Narrative forms class, both
Carrie and Ira Levin's Rosemary's Baby are exam-
ined. In some eyes, these hold no value above
entertainment. However, Castricano makes a good
argument for their relavence in today" society.
The discussion will take place in Wilfs Den from
5:30-7:30 pm.
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Eat in or take out
TIM DURKIN
For the longest time I thought Burlington, that posh
place by the lake, was the Mecca of fish and chips resta-
raunts. There was one right cross the street from my
house and one downtown that was only take out.
I had thought these institutions of eating had gone
the way of drive-in-theatres until I came across Granny
Bonn's here in Waterloo.
Located at the corner of
Lincoln and Weber (by the
Beer Store), Granny Bonn's is
a hidden treasure well worth
the search. Ifs hardly a mys-
tery to the residents of
Waterloo though as faithful
patrons have kept the place -
running, in the same location, for 19 years.
You can tell as soon as you walk into Bonn's large
eating area that it is the stuff of regular customers. There
is room for a smoking and non-smoking section amongst
the mariner decales. The massive Dr. Pepper clock is the
•piece de la resistance' though as far as decorations go.
Some may say its outdated, I maintain that it couldn't
possibly be any different and stay the same place. Ifs
perfect.
You have to walk up to the counter for service and
above the counter top rests the simple menu. You can
get a cheeses-buiger for $2.10 or a fishburger or even
You! come here
(again and again)
for fish and chips.
some clam chowder. But what you'll come here for (again
and again) is the fish and chips. The Wednesday special
of two pieces, fries and coleslaw for $4.25 (usually
$5.50), is easily the best bargain on the menu. These
prices are surely in the price range for most students. If
your*e looking to drop some serious money, you can get
the seafood platter, (fish, scallops, shrimp, coleslaw and
fries for $9.00), or the jumbo platter for $8.00.
Other meals include the
scallop dinner, chicken burger,
shrimp or battered mush-
rooms, all of which are mod-
erately priced.
Speaking with manager
Bonnie Bonn (she said I could
joke about it), she says the
food is fresh as fresh can be
- the fish is cut daily and they make their own batter.
Heck, they even shred their own coleslaw.
I had only had take-out service before this week, but
even then the service had always been good. The best
part about eating at places like Granny Bonn's is while
the pretentiousness is gone there is always charm and
efficiency. I waited no more than five minutes for my
lunch special and it was nice and hot. You get all the
fiixngs too, malt vinegar, tartar sauce and real ketchup. I
wish they made their own tartar sauce, but the packaged
stuff is decent too. The fries, while frozen are very good.
Overall, I would suggest Granny Bonn's to anyone
who likes fish and chips. If there
any food is anything like their
staples, then ifs going to be
good. Hours of operation are
monday and Tuesday, 11-7 and
Wednesday to Saturday 11-8.
TIMBURKIN
Global culture
NGIMBE NGUMBOH
Before indulging myself with a dictionary
which contains "everything every American
needs to know," I felt it necessary to define
for myself exactly what a dictionary consists
of. For certain, the Dictionary Of Global Culture
was like no dictionary I had ever seen before,
nor since.
I thumbed through my trusty New
Webster Encyclopedic Dictionary. It is defined
as "a book, containing
the words of a lan-
guage arranged in
alphabetical order,
with explanations or
definitions of their
meaning; any work
which communicates
information on an
entire subject or a
branch of a subject." I
do not believe Gates
and Appiah have satis-
fied enough of the
detailed criteria of a
dictionary for the
Dictionary of Global
Culture to qualify as a
dictionary, per se.
It certainly does arrange words in alpha-
betical order and provides definitions for
them. It is not in any special order, nor does
it contain any or all of one subject within a
defined language. It does not provide pro-
nunciations for the words given. These are the
points which make Appiah and Gates failed
dictionarians. I believe it is more important,
and certainly more interesting for the com-
mon reader to know what makes this book
worth having, or not, despite its illogical title.
Gates and Appiah offer a stunning sytstem
of reasoning for how all of the people, places
and things listed in their dictionary deserve to
be included in one place.
They also, in their manifesto, manage to
justify how such a book began. "Our idea in
making this book was a simple one: to give
those people (to give ourselves) a sampler of
cultural contributions from around the globe.
In doing so, we have placed some of the
achievements of Western culture alongside
those of many other cultures and traditions."
Nowhere to be found here are scientific
definitions ofany sort. The project began and
was built from input
acquired from their col-
leagues who sent in
lists of things they felt
were important from
their fields of expertise.
Included was Jaixing
Wang (a professor of
English at the Beijing
Foriegn Studies
University) who includ-
ed such things as
Confucianism, Beijing
Opera, Tianamen
Square and terra-cotta
warriors. The experi-
ment with Wang was
duplicated dozens of
times to garner as
broad a response as possible.
I have no idea how this book would be
used. It is not reliable like a true encyclopedia,
nor does it offer definitions of everyday
words.
It is no doubt of vast importance as a
sociological study. It is a truer measure of our
life and times than anything that Macleans or
Time could offer because it reaches beyond
news headlines and up to date phenomenon.
Buying into what mega-companies will
you for the millenium will fail you.
Owning this book will make you better as a
person.
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This production is different from other
University Players presentations in that
ifs star, Darlene Spencer, is a profession-
al. Says Coulter,
"This is unlike most
of the productions
we put on. We're
offering a profes-
sional show."
Having the kind
of experience that
Spencer brings to
the production is a
learning opportuni-
ty for her under-
graduate crew.
Carson expostu-
lates, "Darlene
brings stuff to the
party. If 1 am unsure
about a line or a
portrayal or a stage direction, she has
ideas. It was tremendously collaborative.
Darlene brings so much to the party." We
can expect to see more from this intrigu-
ing pair in the future.
Linda Carson teaches stagecraft and
play writing, and produces for University
Players on top of her day job. Spencer is
a U of W graduate and Master of Rne
Arts grad from York University. She has
been an instructor at the University of
Waterloo for six years and is herself a
director and playwright, as well as an
actress. She is currently juggling several
acting opportunities in Toronto.
Spencer approached Carson in May
1998 and expressed an interest in work-
ing with the writer on something that dis-
played her talents. Coulter offered them
the January slot here at WLU and the
whole rushed process was set in motion.
"I gave Dartene pieces of the script,
like last minute essays that still smell hot
from the copier, and she would dive in,
try them, see what we had," explains
Carson. It was a collaborative process.
"Because of the sto-
ryline, Darlene want-
ed to try an accent
with it
...
it really
brought the words to
life."
Spencer explains
her attraction to the
stage. "For me, the
enjoyment of theatre
is that it's unpre-
dictable
...
I can't tell
where to expect a
reaction [from the
audience] ... some-
times I get one
where I didn't
expect it."
Expect an entertaining and provoca-
tive show. Scheherezade offers the
observation, "Your boots are stained
with a bit of everything you've ever
stepped in." So, step into the Theatre
Auditorium and stain your soul with "I
am Scheherezade." Ticket information is
available at extension 4882.
COURTESY
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Scheherezade's riddle
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Bills getting you down? Earn as much money
as you need from being an EXOTIC DANCER.
Clean, safe environment
No physical contact
No need to commit
Make an appointment and check us out.
Call Ralph @ 744-6367
The fascinating story of Hollywood director James Whales last days
-LA Times xjj
■Br- •*• m «*-flfl
"Supurb! Lynn Redgrave
"**
is nilarious.-.Brendon | =
" <j||
Fraser a potent muse" * IS
(Feb Gods & Monsters
Princess Cinema t Princess St. W Waterloo ■885-2950' http://pnncess.sentex.nei |
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a**
j BSA iA presents j
•Comedy Canadianj
: Comics:
\M For Laush's!
: SAT. JAN. 30 Starring: :
Jean Paul &
Kenny Kohlnson
: Remember to ask your dinner :
: server about "Free Comedy" •
:
1 Free Pass per Customer •
9PM.«ijy. (S> .Mftlfts
Arts
[Illegible]sportwhere?
Tor TKe most part ThEoriEs sErvE only to msK tKe
shorfcOMiNqs of the artist. ThEoriEs arE worKEd out
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Cold Street, Morning
He gave a b@k to a passing man that said "Dosst
evcrs l©@k at Me ymi fuck!" and he
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January 27,199918
Follow theGreenPath
toyourfuturecareer!
Gjtfc 8% ale./vol.
• clear bottles |Lofi Coffeehouse
/IW * «a» is
itL jfiafcrtlfm ( 1 0 U (> U!
I from 6:30 to 9:OQ in the M fa©#
fl®wgj®, bring your talents, music and spoken word
WARNING
I manifestos and share them with the TV watchers.
CONSUME IN MODERATION. THIS BEER IS
8% ALC. VOL. WHICH IS NEARLY TWICE AS
MUCH ALCOHOL AS REGULAR BEERS. ppi local m,a|j
19January 27,1999
Roommates Wanted Sublet Available! tionally? Interested in international thin'to remember.
ITm lor 2 females to share 4 bedroom house May Ist - August 2ist/99 exchange? Does your heart go out to We hear 'Biggi E's' lookin' for some
on Ezra f°r next Y ear- Great house, three bedroom, five minute walk from those less fortunate
than you? The D.I.S. booty,
G at Opportunity parking, laundry
and close to school. For laurier. Laundry facilities, parking, new Club, founded this year, aims to raise We're D 2 girls
and we got 36 cutie.
/*** Ihaianrp
in wm ir life
more info, call Karen @ 746-4219 carpets, great price! Good summer awareness about development and inter- Our first brother floor were big
time
and make a lifelong difference to a child.
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h°use! M a" dV °
r Usa at "ational
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1 £ Sublet Wanted! munity. If you re interested check out our So now were lookin for some super hot
FRIENDS Service of CMHA is in need of
~c
_
t t
, ,
*
, .
.
,
, r 1 rooms needed for Sept 99 to Dec 99 MMW BBjSlMffl booth Feb. 9in the Concourse or e-mail studs.
vo unteers to spend a couple of reward- \ (»-\T,
,
, . J.
„
, ,
„
~ ,
, close to WLU reasonable price please call I Katherine @ shea72oo. Our second brother floor were all too
ine hours per week with children
who
oo
,
5 . , . Rorella 885-7148. few,
need additional support in their school
J
u c »u-
>
.1
1 1 1 . , • DA<u-k CnHncr Rroair ￿«« Now were on the search for somethin
setting. If you are available during the H fr r t
Daytona Beach Spring Break 99 H j.. |, T j..
T
.jM
Qrhnnl dav to heb a child build self-
"°use
, ,
r „
~.
,
Party at Daytona's most popular Spring
n6W'
esteem and confidence - call today 744-
5 la-se bedrooms, fully equipped kitchen Break hotel
,
Desert lnn R€solt Reserve
Conrad girts are where it's at.
7645 ext 317 or visit
wrth freezer and mrcrowave. extra
now and up t0 $100 per room , „ ey students! Make Money
A D2-A2 hook-up would be really phat.
wwwcmliawrti.on.ca
hvrng room, separate laundry room. ,-V2 „otel only $119/quint or bus and hotel during semester and reading week.
So, lookin'for a brother floor rf you're ,n
bathrooms large paved parking lot.
Feba]ary Book ,0 (o
the market,
VTHPnPH
close uw'
and WLU- "PP
r P er-
friends GO FREE! Lowest price guaran- housewaresand sporting items. Flexible
Glve us ac* *ou know howt0 sPa*
son utilities extra. > year lease Sept. teed, Thames Travel, 1-800-962-8262 hours. No telemarketing or door-to-door.
To meet cool girts and have lots of ftrn,
WmMKtmtLMKM Call 416-491-1370.
0,11 886 OQOQ
Call 883-9181.
Springbreak Florida or Mexico
Call °9°9-
Modern New Duplex
Rent Nqw Florida or Mexico via Detroit. Also, other att ' att' att'
5 bedroom,
extra large kitchen, dining
por school year. Prime, popular destinations. Browse www. Well you've
whined and whined and then
room, living room, two complete four
Spmce Street |ocation 4or 5 bedroom i cpt.com and call 1-800-327-6013. Best you've stopped and left me alone for a
piece bathrooms, laundry facilities, well
Laundry, parking, licensed, 12 hotels, prices and parties. Get group brief five
minute period and then you've
insulated, high efficiency gas furnace,
month lease. Call Dave, 747-4481 together or be an Inter-Campus Programs Happy 22nd birthday Tricia Granville, started back up again in a concerted
partially furnished, large paved parking
ep prom staff
effort to kill my great brain. So here it is
lot. $325.00 per person, utilities extra. 1 6 Bedroom House buddy: Matthew Strano on B3 you're
year lease Sept. 1999. Call 416-491-1370. Available September 1999 for 1 year WLU Students: now famous, that's Matt Strano, Matty,
Bachelor Apartment
lease' Erb Street near Rosalin - fJ 11 11*1H 111 Hi 1 Come downtown to the LYRIC and enjoy MATTHEWSTRANO DON OF 83. Matt S.
Close to WLU and UW, private entrance
plus utilities. Call Greg MlMlAIM Ml'll'lll'lte® our University Pub Saturdays. Shuttle
, 11., , .
.
, 888-0258 buses leave from St. Mikes Church at
W
'
u
6 'cen, pnvae a Dr. Paul Wootten - Optometrist
10:20,10:50,11:20,11:50. For more info Date Date
Date Date Date Date Date
room with shower, bed sitting room.
2 Roommates Wanted Announces the re-location of his
ca|l 749-2121. This is to notify all who might concern
Parking. Utilities included in rent. Two femai es wan ted to share house on Optometry Practice to 255 King St. themselves with the activities of a 10ne-
5425.00 per month. One year lease university Ave. for next year. Located North, Waterloo (at University Ave. also Shawna, some corc^e ,-jate \s , n t^e works in
Sept. I/99- 416-491-1370.
between UofW and WLU. Parking, laun- near WLU) 1 know you're waiting for 'HIM' to ask whjch my singularity wi || be altered
3 Bedroom apartment
drV- Prime 'ocation. nice house- C3ll SSS- - Walk-ins and emergencies accepted you...but please go
with me to the
briefly by the augmentation of another:
One
- 3 bedroom private apartment close
9 283 * Contact Lenses Charity Ball. by a || ciefinitions clearly a date. In fact,
to WLU and UW, fully furnished kitchen,
T
. . " Laser Sui?erY co-management Philosophy Boy whenever I'm walking in the hall and
private laundry room in apartment not
T
W° oor"ma es ®e e
- Bifocal Soft Contact Lenses available
Q
. another briefly passes me...date, oh
.
... ,
wo people needed for house of five. Yp3r<; Fxnpripnrp
'
urn j
lu, •
un
com operated, new carpet, partially fur-
Located on $
AmDle Par
kinJ
Access
'Ve always wanted to spend a night with yeah.
Fina ty, a date (oh I wish it was real),
nished Irvrng room, patog, all ut,litres
induded
.
call 746-7758 and ask for ttohone 747
otoT a high ranking WLUSU official. Would you
Date Date Date Date Date Date Date
included in rent. One year lease May
c tpnh ,nip
leiepnone 0(300
come tQ the charjt ggu wjth me?
V99. Call 416-491-1370. $345.00 per
bte P ha ,e ' Evenings by appointment
month per person.
Large 7 Bedroom House Laurier Community
Laurier Students! Classified Rates
Koth , i3 „„Hr> Anri- ,i„co tn
. ,
,
, Charity Ball tickets going fast! On sale Students Non-Students
2 Gal Roomies Needed '
laundry, deck, garage, close to [_earn to add an extra source of residual
r
. . .
u i K w a a
. ,
lH |iw c7/ u-i
• •
u i.u j
now @ a Concourse nearest you - only 30 words or less $5 $7
Roomy 4 bedroom apartment on Albert
alt ammenities $300 + utilities. 574-2064 mcome while improving your health and
$ $iq
St. to be shared with 2 3rd year girts.
or 24i"2985 pager. wen being. Interested? All are welcome ' '
each over 6o w
Close to WLU, overlooking Waterloo Tamarack, Six bedrooms
t0 receive a free information
This here shout out goes to A 2 East, ,„fms are m the co,d cice, r,ed Niches
Park. Laundry and parking available. 12 bathrooms, two kitchens, living
Contact George at 571-8059 or email Bob
We think you're the coolest...to say the
month lease starting May Ist. For more
room, laundry, partially furnished, excel-
at papai4io mac iwu.ca
least. orders«besent to(519) 883-0873. ash required in advance *><
0 call Leia or Carrie at 8848737- lent condition. Available May, one year Development/International Studies your poem
in The Cord last most student classified ads. Billing avaiiawe for pt>one-in and fa*
Hullo! I still have beeg 'ouse for rent. lease. Landlord Professor. $1620 plus club December, lofders and classified running for more than fiveissues. Deadlinefon
You rent now ok? The goat is dead!
utilities. 746-7928. Are you aware of what goes on interna-
And we thought your lines were some- placements or cancellationsis Tuesday at 12:00pm
ELECTIONS *99
OPEN FORUM
Come see the candidates answer the tough
questions!!
Feb. 1 - in the Concourse
Sorry, no impeachments will take place
For more info, contact CRO at ooelect@machri.wlu.ca I
I <^>ocJc
not vour
l ■
>■ "" - ] In the very near future, you're going to hear a lot of companies saying
"**
-• . ««■!* -
I many of the same things. They'll claim they're innovative, exciting,
■Ii «»■ -V'* »v| different. The only way to truly tell if a company is different is to learn
/ aSßwjj ffinwp i _
.
t
i about their culture.
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At Capital One our culture will shock you. From day one we challenge our
PgSJftj§^|; ,4 •
,
■"<***"... I associates to create and drive initiatives for improvement which may fly in
Iffr J[\s Ji 1
the face of conventional wisdom We believe that a fun work environment,
Pfcfe* '(s*'
*
.... where you're encouraged to have a full and active life outside of work,
I makes for more productive associates. And, with more than 1,000 asso-
I ciates participating in our volunteer organization, we continually search
? MEhHKT Prepare yourself for culture shock by participat-
'"•' ing in our Resume Drop and joining us at our
»
*1 81 Career Fair:
your resume at Career
l stasi.waleski@capitaione.com
W
*.JF"
-
I Capital One promotes a drug-free workplace and is an equal opportunity employer
